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INTKODUCTIOK 

The  stylistic  history  of the   'cello sonata is 

closely  related both to the history  of the  'cello and 

its technique and to the  history  of the sonata.    Thus, 

the first  part  of tnis paper discusses the  history of 

the  'cello.    The  second part   of the paper discusses 

the history of the sonata,  its forms,   and their use  in 

writing for the   'cello and a   keyooard  instrument during 

the Baroque bra,   the Classic   hra,  the  houantic  Era,  and 

the Twentieth Century.     The  appendix contains a  brief 

list  of  representative worKs from these periods which 

are available  in  modern publication. 



PART   I.   HISTORY OF  The VIOLONCLL1A 



I.   HISTORY OF THL  VIOLONCELLO 

In general,  the   'cello may  be  said to have  lagged 

consistently  behind the  violin  in terms  both of the deve- 

lopment   of technique and of  literature.     The first  appear- 

ance  of the   'cello was  probably in Italy,   perhaps in Naples, 

somewhere around 1520,   although many differing opinions 
2 

as to this date and place may be  found.     The first   known 

maker of  'cellos was Gaspare   da   Salo   (1542-1609).    The 

'cello apparently appeared  in Germany and  in  France only 

very  shortly after its appearance in  Italy.     In  England  its 

appearance did not  come  until the middle of the   seventeenth 

century, and it   did  not  really  begin  being accepted there 

until about   1733. 

hdmund  S.J.   van der  Straeten,   history  of the Violon- 
cello,   the  Viol da Gamba.   their Precursors,   arid   Collateral 
Instruments   (2  vols.;   London:  William neeves,   1915)t   p.125. 

2 / 
See Georges  Alary,   "Le Violoncelle,"  Encyclopedie de 

la Musique  et  Dictionaire du Conservatoire,   Part  II:   Tech- 
niQue-Lsthetique-Pedagogie;   Vol.111:   Technique  Instrumental: 
instruments a  ventj   Instruments  percussion.   Instruments 3 
cordes.   Instruments automatiques,   ed.   nlbert  Lavignac and 
Lionel de la  Laurencie   (6 vols.;   Paris:   Liorairie belagrave, 
1927),  p.1841,   for claim for Germany and the Netherlands; 
Wilhelm Heinitz.   Instrument k und e ,   vol.   II  of Handbuch der 
•'■■usikwissenschaft.   ed.   arnst   uucad,   (7  vols.,   3   supplements; 
Wildpark-Potsdam:   Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft  Athenaion 
M.B.H.,   1929),   p.124,   for date  of  ca.   1600. 

Van  der Straeten,   p.125. Ibid..   pp.177,  258. 
5lbid.,  pp.3G7-308. 



However,   for about  a  century and a  half after its first 

appearance,   the   'cello  occupied a subordinate position as 

an accompanying instrument  for vocal music  in the  church 

or for  violin  sonatas;   both Corelli  and Tartini  carried 

'cellists with them on their  tours to accompany them in 
6 

performance.       An example of  the lag in the development 

of the literature for the violoncello may be found in 

the fact  tafct the first  violin  sonata    was written by Ma- 
7 

rini  in lbl7,   but the first   'cello  sonatas were not writ- 
g 

ten until  1689 by Domenico Gabrielli. It was not until 

the end of  the  seventeenth century that the   'cello began 
9 

emerging from its  subordinate  position,     and logically 

it is not  until this time that   any names of   'cellists 

are known. One reason that the   'cello had   so  much 

difficulty in finding acceptance was that the correspond- 

ing- member  of the  viol family,   the  bass  viol da  gamba, 

(New 

^Ibid.,   p.130. 

Curt  Sachs,   The  History  of Musical   Instruments 
York,   vti.W.  Norton,   1940),   p.35^. 
8 
William Newman gives this date as the middle lo80's 

(The Sonata in the Baroque bra fchapel Hill, University of 
North Carolina Press, 1959J, p.19.) however the date on the 
manuscript is I089. (bordon ^ames Kinney,"The kusical Lit- 
erature for Unaccompanied Violoncello," Loctoral Disserta- 
tion, School of fousic, tlorida otate University, 19^ (Ann 
Arbor:   University l-dcrofilms,   Inc.,   19o2J,   footnote,   p.144. 

9Van der  Straeten,   p.131.       10Ibid.,   pp.l37ff. 
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was extremely  popular as a  solo instrument;   indeed it 

was by  far the most  popular  of the viols. 

Certain aspects of early   'cello technique should also 

be noted in this  connection.     For  some time after   its appear- 

ance the  'cello  was  bowed gamba.-style,   that  is,  palm-up. 

The change to the  palm-down   style was in  evidence   by the 

1750 's.12    This   style  persisted  even  into the  early  1800' sP 

It is   not possioie   to get the  same fullness   of tone,  with  equal 

exertion of  effort from the  player,  with gamba-style  bowing 

as with the modern  palm-down type of  bowing,     ^lso the metn- 

ods of holding the bow  even  after  the palm-down method was 

adopted were not  fixed;   some held the bow at  the frog simi- 

lar to the  method  used today;   others  held it  four or five 

inches  closer to the middle of the stick.   **" 

An additional   problem involving t one was the fact 

that the  entire  violin family used thicker strings  than  did 

the viol family,   -* and thicker strings are  more difficult 

i-dward John  Payne,   "Violoncello  Maying,"  Grove's 
Dictionary  of Music and Musicians,   VIII,   ed.   hric   Blom 
(Fifth  edition;   Lew  lork:   St.  Martin's  Press,   1954),   p.821. 

Oerald R. Hayes, The Viols and Other bowed Instru- 
ments. Vol.11 of Musical Instruments and their Misic 1500- 
1750  (London:  Osford University  Press,   1930),   p.20o. 

13Van der  Straeten,   p.359.       14lbid..   p.209. 

15Ql Sachs,  Musical  Instruments,   p.347' 



to set into immediate vibration.     Since the  'cello  must of 

necessity use thicker strings than those of the violin, 

there was probably a  considerable difference in its ability 

to draw a  pleasing tone  in  comparison to the gamba. 

Furthermore,  the  'cellos made up until about the middle 

of the .seventeenth century and  even  into the eighteenth 

century were apparently  larger and  broader than the modern 

17 'cello       and,   3achs  conjectures,   probably used even  thicker 
18 

strings than the later   'cellos. 

/inother limiting factor  on  early   'cello playing was 

the fact that it was not  provided with an  endpin,   but 

was rather  supported solely  by the  legs, which must have 

made it  rather  awkward to  handle.     A plate in   vander  Strae- 

1 Q ten's history of the  'cello  7 shows  C.J.   Lidarti,   an  eight- 

The pitch of a  string depends on its  length,   thick- 
ness,  tension,  and the specific gravity ofthe material 
of which it  is  made.    The methods of deepening the  pitch 
of a  string,   aside from giving it  a longer vibrating length, 
are to thicken  it,   use heavier material,   i.e.,  material 
of a  higher  specific gravity,   and  put  less tension on it. 
(Karl Geiringer, Musical  Instruments:   Their history  in 
Western Culture from the  Stone Age  to the Present  Q.ew 
fork:  Oxford University  Press,   194£J,   p.lb)     All four 
methods are  involved  in the differences between  violin 
and  'cello strings. 

The modern  pattern of  the  'cello was standardized 
by Stradivari   •    after  1707.   (Ernest N.   Doring,   How Many 
Strads?:  Our Heritage from the Master   [Chicago:     William 
Lewis and  Son,   1945J ,   p.41J 

18 , 
Sachs,  Musical  Instruments,   p.362. 

19 
facing p.184. 



eenth-century  'cellist,  holding his  'cello as  it   must have 

been held before the endpin  came  into  use.     He holds it 

in place with his legs  supporting the lower bouts.    The 

instrument   is almost perpendicular and is held somewhat 

away from the  upper part  of the body.     It would  seem 

that  it would be very awkward to  get the left  hand and 

arm around  the  upper body for any sort  of extensive passages 

in the higher  positions.     It  would also  be difficult to 

exert any great degree of pressure on the bow in  order 

to draw a large tone,   as  the grip of  the legs must  have 

been  somewhat  precarious.     Apparently the first to use an 

endpin was   Servais   (d.lSbfo),   who  resorted to  it  in  his 
21 

old age. However,  its acceptance was anything but 

immediate;   as late as  1899,   Arthur Broadley in a   book 

about   'cello playing felt  it  necessary to discuss hold- 
22 

ing the  'cello  both with and without  an endpin. 

The shortness  of the neck of the early  'cellos made 
23 

playing even as high as fourth  position rather awkward. 

And,   in any  case,  there was  no  real   standardization of 

fingering patterns.     Very awkward fingerings  involving 

21 

22 
Payne,   Grove's  Dictionary,   VIII,   p.823. 

Arthur  Broadley,   Chats to   'Cello  Students   (London: 
The Gtrad,   1899),   pp.6-8. 

^Van der Straeten,   p.3^6. 



whole steps   between the second and third fingers  or 

third and fourth fingers and  half  steps  between the second 

and fourth fingers  may  be found in various  early  tutors. 

(See examples  1-4)     The  examples  shown also show that 

early  'cellists must  have  sanctioned much more frequent 

shifting than modern   'cellists.     The modern system of 

fingering by half-steps,  with the exception of the exten- 

sion  of the first finger,   was not  finally fixed until 

Duport's  Essai   sur le doishter du  violoncelle  et  la  con- 

duit 6 de  l'archet   (Paris,   1806-1819). 24 

apparently the first   to introduce the use of thumb 

position was Fransichello   (d.1770). The  extensions of 

fingering systems into the higher ranges can be  seen in 

the fact  that the eighth  sonata  of  Salvatore Lanzetti 
11     26 

(C.1710-C.1780)   employs a  range to a     . 

In the nineteenth century technical resources of both 

the bow arm and the   left  hand were  carried    to great  heights 

of virtuosity by  such men  as Romberg,   Dotzauer,   Servais, 

2ifPayne,   Grove's  Dictionary,   VIII,   p.822;   Van der 
Straeten,  p.269. 

25 Van der Straeten,  pp.  154-156. 26 Ibid.,   p.167. 
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Example 1—whole-steps   between the second and third 
and third and fourth fingers.  From "The Gamut 
for the  Violoncello,"  printed between  174 5 
and 1746.   (Van   der  Straeten,   p.364) 

x—\ 

^VV3 I   %   3 »  M 1 ft-    3 

P^ 
1  a 3 ^ 5 M^_ 

Example 2--V/'hole-steps between the second and third 
fingers and   general fingering patterns.    From 
"The Gamut for the   Violoncello  "   (Van der  Strae- 
ten,   p.3b5. 

Puwrivtfm 1 \ '  tyi  I 

fft y;i,jr?if tf/i^ 
0. 3    a 3 

-— 

Ar mf'-f^ifg.iifJift^^ 
-* it ffricfrr t' 1 ;p r 1 r r Av^ 

2.   y 
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Example 3—Fingering for chromatic scale,   showing 
half  steps  between second  and fourth fingers. 
From Michel Corrette's tutor, published in 1741. 
(Van der  Straeten,   p.3°3). 

P ■»y»g ?'??** 

#o 
r=L 

-3r-0  

flfro ° 
i\aaffaa^^ ¥ +   o 

Example 4— Backward shifting patterns.  From Corrette's 
tutor.   (Van der  Straeten,   p.270). 

—»-*-* 1 -= t 1—I*!—^  

3    o   o    \   i a  a 

H?, ^Tfj'irlC^^ 
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Franchorame,   Davidoff,   Popper,   and others.   '     More recent 

changes in left-hand  technique  include those  of Diran 

Alexanian and  Pablo    Casals  in their  emphasis on  exten- 
28 

sions rather than abrupt   shifts. 

Few persons realize that   another aspect  of left- 

hand technioue,  the vibrato, which  is all-pervasive today, 

was  used in the Baroque  only  exceptionally,   as an orna- 
29 mental device. 

At  the   end of the eighteenth   century,  the laot   changes 

in the actual construction  of the   'cello were made.     The 

bridge was raised and arched more highly, the neck and 

fingerboard we~e  Planted backward,   thinner strings were 

used,   and the baas bar was made heavier.     All  these  changes 

were made  for the  sake of the greater brilliancy which 
30 music of the time was demanding. 

'Alary,   iincyclopedie de la Musique,   Part  II,   vol.HI, 
pp.1879-1882. 

28 ' Diran  Alexanian,   Theoretical  and  Practical Treatise 
of the Violoncello,   trans.   Frederick Fairbanks   (Paris- 
New York:   Editions  Salabert,   1922),   pp.57-59,   158-159; 
Lillian Littlehales.   Pablo  Casals,   revised and enlarged, 
(New   fork,   W.W.  Norton,   1948),   p.147. 

29 
Manfred F.   Bukofzer,  Music   in the Baroque  &ra 

(New York:    w.to.  Norton,  1947),  pp.377-378. 
30 Sachs,  Musical  Instruments,   pp.360-361, 



PiihT II.     HISTOK'f OF Thi. VIGLOi.GaLiiJ   SONATA 



II. THE 'CELLO SONATA IN THE BAROQUE ERA 

History and External Form of the 
Sonata in the Baroque Era 

The word "sonata" was first used only to distinguish 

an instrumental piece from a vocal one; only later did the 
31 

term acquire any  structural  significance. ouch use of 
32 

the word can   be traced back  even into the Medieval  Era. 

The fact  that  its history as a definite form or procedure 

for writing does  not   begin until tne baroque period  is a 

symbol  of the  fact that  instrumental music  did not really 

begin its  independent   existence until this time.     Indeed, 

as Clercx  says,   "One  can  even  say that   instrumental  music 
33 is entirely the  creation  of the  Baroque." 

31 William S. Newman, The Sonata in the baroque Era 
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1959), 
P.17. 

32 
Ibid., p.IB. 

■^("On peut  meme dire  que la  musique  instrumentale 
est,  tout   entiere,  une creation  de  l'age baroque.")       y 
Susanne Clercx,   Le Baroque  et la Musique:   Essai d'esthe- 
ti que musicale   (Bruxelles:   Editions de  la  Librairie  Ency- 
clopedique,  1948), p.171. 

13 



U 

The rise of  the  sonata was not only deeply involved 

with the rise of independent  instrumental music,  but  also 

very directly with the  rise of the  violin family  of instru- 

ments.     "The  violin may  be  said to  have made its debut, 

reached a first  peak in both construction and  technical 

exploitation,   spread from Italy  to  other,   originally 

less receptive lands,   and attracted some of the first 

preat   instrumental virtuosos,   all  primarily as a  vehicle 

of the sonata."^      One of the  characteristics  of the 

Baroque  sonata was that   it  was at  one  time  or another 

the vehicle for  virtuosity,       a  role which in  the  late 

Baroque and  generally  in the time  since then  has  been 

assumed by the  concerto,     among the  characteristic  vir- 

tuoso  elements  in the Baroque  violin sonata were rapid 

scale passages,  wide  skips,   use  of  high positions,   and 
36 

the transfer  of  vocal idioms to the  violin. Lffects 

such  as these were transferred  only  gradually  to the 

'cello because  of  the lag in its technical development 

as compared to  that   of  the violin. 

-^Newman,   Baroque Era,   p.54. 
35, 

36 
Ibid.,  p.28. 

Bukofzer,  pp.52-53 
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The baroque sonata seems to have been a direct des- 

37 cendant  of the sixteenth-century  French chanson,       as 

it was transferred to the  keyboard or to instrumental 
38 

ensembles as a  "canzona"  or "canzona  da sonar". The 

chanson was a   highly  sectionalized piece,   which,   though 
39 

imitative,   leaned toward a more homophonic  style. 

A feature of the Prench chanson which was retained in the 

canzona was a repeat of the first  section,   either liter- 

ally or with  only  slight  changes,   at  the end of  the com- 

position. Thus the idea   of  unification  of a work through 

repetition  of  one idea was   an element  even of the  early 

history of the  sonata,     as the Baroque period progressed, 

there was an increasing tendency  to reduce the number of 

sections while  increasing their length.     This in  turn 

led to the actual breaking  up  of the  composition  into 

41 separate movements. 

Two types  of   sonata  evolved  after  its  beginnings, 

the  sonata da  chiesa and the  sonata da  camera.     The  sonata 

37Bukofzer,   p, 51. 
38 tftlll  Apel,   "Sonata,"  Harvard  Dictionary  of kusic 

(Cambridge:     Harvard Universi*> Press,   1944J,   p.692. 

39, 

40 

41 

fill!  Apel,   "Chanson,"   Ibid.,   p.130. 

Bukofzer,  p.353• 

Ibid.,  p.354. 
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da chiesa represented the breaking down  of the  canzona 
42 

into separate movements. It was  standardized by Cor- 

elli   (1653-1713)   in the late Baroque into  four movements 

in the order  slow-fast-slow-fast. 43 The  sonata da camera 

represented the  coming together   into  a unified whole of 

diverse dance forms. These two  forms  of the baroque 

sonata were never differentiated as clearly as textbook 

definitions  seem to  indicate,   however;   tne sonata  da 

camera was not  always  a suite of dances ;*' the title 

sonata da  cniesa  did not necessarily preclude the  inclu- 
4b sion of dance-like movements. The forms  began fusing 

and interchanging  stylistic  elements even  as  they  became 
47 standardized into their textbook forms. 

The  individual movements of  both the   sonata da  chiesa 

and the  sonata da  camera tended  to fall   into the binary 

form most frequently,   although fugal,   variation,   or fantasia- 

Newman,   Baroque Kra,   p.70. 
43 

Ibid.,   p.69;   Bukofzer,   p.232;   h.C.  Colles,   "Sonata," 
Grove's  Dictionary.   VII,   p.892. 

44 

45 

4b 

47 

Newman, Baroque Kra. p.70. 

Ibid., p.35. 

Bukofzer, pp.232-233. 

Ibid., 
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type movements may also  be  found. The binary movement 

is divided  into two  sections,   sometimes with the second 

half nearly  equal in duration   (symmetrical  binary form) 

and  sometimes  with the  second half considerably extended 

by modulations and figuration   (assymetrical binary form). 

The first   section modulates to the dominant  or to the 

relative major if it  started from a  minor tonic;  the 

second  section,   after a   section of  instability and modu- 

49 lation,  returns to the tonic. 

The   sonata  from the beginning of  its development was 

something of a  meeting ground for  various   styles.     In the 

early  Baroque  it   "stood between  two  influences,  the  dance 

and the monody,   and both in conjunction rapidly displaced 

what  had   survived of the original  canzona   elements."'' 

In the late Baroque Bra the sonata became the  "universal 

meeting ground"       of  all the  Baroque  styles,   and  it  was 

as a  result of  this    fact     in  its  evolution that  it under- 

went the changes  which transformed it  into the  completely 

different  form in which it  existed in  the classical   era. 

^Newman,   Baroque  ixa,   pp.81-91 • 

^9Apel,   "Binary  and Ternary Form," Harvard Dictionary, 
pp.80-88. 

Bukofzer,   p.52.       51Ibid.,   p.235 
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Internal  Form in the  barooue bonata 

Internal form in the late Baroque,   that  is,  the 

basic  phrase  structure  and  the harmonic and tonal  direc- 

tion,   has  been perhaps  best described by  bukofzer as the 

"AX procedure" or continuous expansion.-'      The AX proce- 

dure can  be charted  as  rJL',   A'K",   A,tXIM,   and so on, 

with A standing for  a  basic  motive,   X for its  continuous 

expansion  by means  of sequence,   figuration,   etc.,   and 1 

standing for the various  keys through which A and X. pass. 

Thus,   Baroque music  involved a teonstant  "motivic  play".54 

The motive  is  seldom more  than three to  seven notes long, 

and it  is generally characterized  by  some   peculiar rhyth- 

mical  figure. The use of  patterned figuration which 

relies on a  consistent  rhythmic  figure was  an   essential 

element  in  baroque music  in general and in  the separation 

53 

of an instrumental idiom from the vocal idiom in particular. 
5o 

52 

53 

54 

55 

50 

bukofzer, pp.35«-3o2. 

Ibid., p.3^0. 

Newman, baroque Era. p.81. 

Ibid, p.85. 

bukofzer, p.73. 
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In   the late   Baroque,   particularly with  Vivaldi,   Vera- 

cini.  Tartini,   and Locatelli,   phrase   structure becomes 

more and more regular,  the texture becomes more homophonic, 

and the harmonic  rnythm  slows perceptibly from what it  had 
57 been  earlier. t.lso there is an increasing tendency toward 

a return of the main  idea in the  second  section of  the 
eg 

binary form  (called  by Apel the   "rounded binary  form"). 

"Parallelism at  this point   seldom lasts more  than   a measure 

or  so,   because  the music now remains  in or near the tonic 

where the first  half had   soon  departed from  it.    But there 

is no denying at  least  an incipient   ABA design  in  many such 

movements."-^ 

Continuo Parts  in the  Baroque Sonata 

Sonatas for  'cello and a  keyboard instrument   in the 

Baroque,   like all works using a   keyboard accompaniment, 

were written    and published    with only the  solo line and a 
60 

"figured bass",   which  sometimes  was not   even figured. 

57,. Newman, Baroque Era, p.88. 

Apel, "Binary and Ternary Form," Harvard Dictionary. 
pp.87-88. 

59 
Newman, Baroque Era, p.88. 

60Karc  Pincherle,   "On the Rights of the  Interpretor in 
the Performance of  Seventeentn and  Eighteenth Century ^sic, 
trans.   Isabelle Cazeau,   Musical  Quarterly,  XLIV,  no.2   (April, 
1958),  p.154. 
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From this  material,   the  keyboard  player was  expected to  be 

able to  produce a full  accompaniment.    A large number of 

manuals were  published  in the   eighteenth  century  covering this 

area of study;   indeed,  there were  more of these than there 

were treatises on counterpoint,   ornamentation,   or perfor- 
61 

raance. Among the  authors of   such treatises were Trci- 

ber,  Keller,   Gasparini,   Heinichen,   Kellner,  Mattheson, 

G.P. Teleman,   C.P.B.   bach,   Quanta,   Schroter,   G.M.  Teleman, 
it       62 Kirnberger,   and Turk. 

i-.odern editions are normally provided with realizations 

of these figured basses.    These realizations tend to  be 

rather conservative,   usually with  only three to four parts, 

including the bass line  itself, and    proceeding more fre- 
63 

quently in  chordal  blocks  than  linearly. That this was 

the most frequent  form which Baroque realizations took seems 

 51 " 
William J. Mitchell,   "Chord and Context  in  Eighteenth- 

Century Theory,"     Journal of the  American Kusicological 
Society.   Vol.  XVI,   no.2   (Summer,   1963),   p.221. 

F.T.  Arnold,   The Art of Accompaniment from a  Thorough- 
Bass as  Practiced in the XVIIth and ^Vllith  Centuries   (Lon- 
don: Oxford University  Press,   193U,   pp.241-323. 

See for  example Dalla  Bella,   "Sonate fur Vibloncelio  & 
3asso Continuo,"   ed.  Walt her Upmeyer,   Na g e 1 s Mu si k- Ar chi v 33 
(Kassel:     Nagels  Verlag,   I960)   and Giuseppe  Torelli,   "Sonate 
in  G-dur fur Violoncello & Klavier,"   ed.   Franz Giegling, 
Hortus Musicus 69   (Xassel & Basel:   Barenreiter-Verlag,   1955* )• 
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fairly  certain.  *    However,  there is also  evidence that on 

occasion octave-doublings  could mean that as  many as eight 

parts  could be used 65 Also precedents for   tne use of 

broken  chords,   arpeggios,   and other such figuration  may be 

found. Indeed,   realization practices  in the  Baroaue  seem 

to have been  quite free;  the bass  could be ornamented, 

chords  could be omitted  or changed,  more thun  one chord 

could be taken  over  a  single bass note,   and  chords  could 

be broken or unbroken. 

In  relation to   the  accompaniment   of the   'cello  in  par- 

ticular,   some authors claimed a lower range  should  be used 

than that  used for treble  instruments.     The normal   range 

for the  middle and upper parts of an  accompaniment was  from 

about  f  or £ to f•T—about  two octaves^-       However,   Quantz 

says that the  range for the accompaniment  of  a   'cello  should 

not  be  so great;     C.P.E.   Bach agrees,   specifying the range 
69      /» 

as not above b'. Turk,   however,   disagrees,  saying that 

for all   practical  purposes the  pitch  of lower instruments 

is accepted by  the ear as sounding an  octave  higher,  and 

64 65 
Arnold,   pp.330-331. Ibid.,  pp.334-335. 

66 
Ibid.,  p.363. 

67_ 

68 
Fincherle,   Musical Quarterly ALIV,   no.2,   p.154. 

Arnold,   p.360. 09 Ibid.,   p.366. 
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70 is not  obscured by a  higher  accompaniment. 

The general relation of the keyboard  to the solo instru- 

Bent       was  strictly one of accompaniment.    The most basic 

principle,   of figured-bass realization which the eighteenth- 

century  manuals seem to   emphasize is that  the  solo line 

is the  more  important* 71    Nonetheless,   there is  some evi- 

dence that  on  occasion an  expert  keyboard player and im- 

proviser might    give  considerably greater  importance to 

the keyboard  part.     A contemporary report   on J.S.   Bach's 

accompanying  says  "his accompaniment always resembled a 

concertante  part,   elaborated with the greatest   care,   and 

taking its place  beside  the principal  part; at  the right 

moment,   the  principal part was bound to shine.    This  privi- 

lege was also accorded to the bass,   without prejudice to 

the principal part."''2 However,   it would  seem that  such 

treatment of the bass was rather rare.73    Generally   speak- 

ing,   the accompanist was   expected to add interest  only 

when  the solo  part  was  resting or sustaining a note. 

70Arnold,   p.367.       71Ibid.,   p.368. 

Ibid.,   footnote,   p.3#9. 
73 

Ibid.,  p.391  . 
74 Ibid.,   p.382. 
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Style and Character of the   'Cello Part 
in the Baroque  Sonata 
for   'Cello  and Keyboard 

In  the  'cello sonatas of Vivaldi,  Marcello,     Tor- 

f \a,<r ■■      Telemann,   and Dalla Bella,7' which may be taken 

as typical,   the range    of the   'cello part  does not   go 

beyond g',   a',   cjr b'--slightly  less than three octaves 

above the lowest string.     The  upper part of the range in 

these sonata sis used quite frequently,  although,  as  has 

bewn noted,76 the fourth  position was  seMD-ewtoat  awkward 

with the   shorter neck on the instrument.     A good  example 

of the use of the  higher range is  the   first movement 

of the Karcello  Sonata  V.   (example  5)     Indeed,   Rarig notes 

that in  slow movements  Vivaldi particularly avoids the use 

of the C-string   at all;77    the reason for this  can  easily 

be  imagined if  one remembers the considerable  thickness 

7-5 Antonio  Vivaldi,   "Six  Sonates Originales pour Violon- 
cello et  piano," recueiUies  et annotees  par k.   Chaigneau, 
rSalisation de  la  basse chiffrle par W.M.  hummel   (Paris; 
Editions Salabert,   n.d.);     Benedetto Marcello,   "uechs oonaten 
fur Violoncello und bezifferten Bass," **. Walther Schulj, 
figured bass realisation  by  Ebe.hard  *enzel   (Leipzig:  edition 
Peters    195^)'   Torelli,   "Sonate in G-dur";     G.P.  Telemann, 

"Sonate'fur  Violoncello und Basso Continuo,"     Per Getreue 
Kusikmei ster 8,   Hortus Musicus 13   (Kassel  und Basel:   baren- 
reiter  Verlag,   1942);   Dalla Bella,   "Sonate". 

76,u Above,p.7. 
77Howard R.  Rarig,   "The Instrumental  Sonatas of  Antonio 

Vivaldi,"  Doctoral Dissertation,   School  of Millie.   University 
of Michigan,   1958   (Ann Arbor:  University Microfilms,   1958J 
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of the C-string  compared with the low strings of the 

gamba.     Also  it  must  be   remembered that the'cello was poaeibly 

still  bowed in the underhand gamba-style,  which does not 

allow for as  much weight  on the string as the  overhand, 

or palm-down,   style.    The use of the lower  strings was 

generally  restricted to  "virtuoso" passages involving 

skips  such as those  in  example 6.       Skips involving 

more than an  octave normally  either left  or arrived at 

an open   string or else were  such that1 they  could be 

played without a left-hand  shift,   (example  7)    There 

were,   of   course,   occasionally more  awkward  skips used. 

(example 8) 

Scale or arpeggio  passages  extending over a  large 

range were exceptional  in Baroque   'cello music.    The 

normal compass of a  scale or arpeggio  passage was about 

a  tenth     (example 9)joccasionally a combination of  a 

scale and broken chord covered a greater area,   (example  10) 

Also,   rarely,   passages can be found  in which  a  scale 

covers greater distance,   (example  11) 

Double-stops are rather rare in these sonatas; 

most  frequently they are to be found in  slow movements 

or as   emphasis in an  initial  phrase or  at a   cadence, 

(example  12) 

78 Rarig,   p.127. 
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This rather  limited technique is considerably 

expanded in the  sonatas  of Baroque  composers who were 

themselves   'cellists.   Good  examples are the   sonatas 

of J.  Barriere,   a  leading 'cellist   in  the French  school 

of the eighteenth century™   These sonatas  employ a  range 

to  e"  and frequent   double-stops,   (example 13)     There 

are also  passages in  his sonatas which   require thumb 

position. 

Much  of the  passage-work in Baroque  sonatas  is based 

on sequence. 

For Vivaldi and his  contemporaries  sequence 
served  as   an   element   of  logical   continua- 
tion in their music.     Formal  arrangement 
of contrasting themes and consistent  re- 
turns  of thematic material were  not yet 
fixed as fundamental to sonata  movements. 
In the absence of these organizing features, 
thematic   statements  were  succeeded typically 
by  series  of  sequences that  gave variety 
to  the  music while shaping its   structural 
outlines.80 

Most of these  sequences  involve  figures which themselves 

cover a  small  range,   though  the   entire  sequence may cover 

quite a large  range. 

262. 

79Newman,   Baroque bra,   p.3^8;     Van der  Straeten,   pp.   26t 

80harig,   pp.155-156. 
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Other devices of passage work include  bariolage, 

in which a  line is interrupted by the regular return 

to  a "pedal  note"  on an open  string,   (example 14) 

There are  also  passages in which this pedal net e  is 

a  stopped note.     Similar in  effect are passages   in which 

a figure of two  or  three notes is  used as the pedal, 

(example 15)     Another device is the literal repetition 

of phrases,   (example 16)   Syncopation  is also occasionally 

used us a method of  continuation.     HISO typical   string 

crossing patterns are sometimes set  up. 

Occasionally  slow  movements  may  be found which  seem 

to be obvious   skeletons that would have  been filled out 

in performance by the  various   ornamental devices which 
Si were  used in  the Baroque.       (example 17) 

81, Thurston  Dart, The  Interpretation of Music 
(London:   Hutchinson  and Go.,   1955),   p.89. 
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Example 5—Use of the high register. From Marcello, 
Sonata V, First Movement, :..l-b. 

Example 6—Use of the lower strings in passages with 
skips.  From Karcello, Sonata II, Second Movement, 
in. 16-17. 

t kjin.ryk 
b!. From Telemann,   Sonata,   First Movement,   m.ll. 

V,.   &****}        ^ rrp rm 
-*M 
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Example 7— Treatment of skips 
a.  Using an open  string.  From Vivaldi,   Sonata  II, 
Second Movement,  m.l. 

0.. Olilaiywr 

^P -fflT- 

b.   Skips not  involving a   change of position^r^^^t 
the  left  hand.     From Vivaldi,   Sonata  II,^m.T. 

^(MJUjyts 

S £ 
E^^ ii 4 

3%- 

J     \- 

cocample 8—More awkward   skips,   fcrom Telemani^  Sonata, 
Second Movement,   m.29. 

n x&Wt M/ 

Example 9--Typical arpeggio  ranges.   From Vivaldi, 
Sonata   VI,   Second Movement,   m.20-21. 

(WbKy^ 

^m m £ £ —m—f AS^ 
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Example 10—Combination i of a scale and broken chord 
covering more than a tenth. From Vivaldi, 
Sonata VI,   First Movement,   m.17. 

r4 m m ̂
 

Example 11-Scale  passage  covering two  octaves. 
From Vivaldi,   Sonata  V,   Second Movement, 
rn.23. 

MS 

Example 12—Use of double  stops. 
a.   In   slow movements.     From Vivaldi,   Sonata IV, 
Third   Movement,   m.5. 

ZJ°*q« 

w^tr^jn -A*** 

b. For emphasis at the beginning of a phrase, 
From Vivaldi, Sonata I, Third Movement, m.l. 

b. 
"Jax^ m -AV- 
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Example 12--continued 
c. Use of double stops at the cadence. From 
J. Barriere,  Sonata I, Third Movement, m.l. 
(J. Barriere, "Douze donates pour Violoncelle Solo 
yvec Basse,'^recueillies et annotees par M. 
Ghaigneau, realisation de la Basse continue par 
W.M. hummel  [2 vols.; Paris Editions Salabert. 
1924]). 

iTTr^tr?ffrfrf^ 4* 

imple 13—High range in the Barriere Sonatas. 
From Sonata VI,   First Movement,   m.23-32. 

Double-stops  in  the Barriere  Sonatas.  From 
Sonata XI,   Second Movement,   m.11-15. 

UrUii 
£££S 

m AV 
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Example 14—Bariolage ,    From Vivaldi,   Sonata IV, 
Fourth Movement,   m.41-43. 

OSM^r 

^ 4 4 4-        )      -4 4-    -4- 

2 
4 4 4 

Example 1$—Use of a   "multi-note"  pedal.  From 
3arriere,   Sonata  I,   Third Movement,   m.10-12. 

OM&tfur 

i± ^ftrifflttrfftgi 
±L 

71 * yrtrj jrrrt tf 
It 

■TH/- 

Example  16—Use  of  literal repetition.  From 
Vivaldi,   Sonata  IV,   Second Movement, 
m.54-55. 

CUUkc^r 

hl'tff^jittfi3; A/\y 

. 
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Example 17—A movement which would probably have 
been ornamented. Marcello, Sonata III, 
Third Movement. 

i a>ca^- 
W=Z 

■1 
JZL 

» 

-&- t 
& & 3- 

~ar rrrifr f\°\^¥ 

WWe\Ppr\r^ 
n 
-^ 

. 
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Analysis  of a  Typical 3aroque  Sonata: 
Vivaldi   Sonata  III in  A Minor 

First Movement   (Key:   a. minor;   form:   binary) 

The first   section  of this movement is unusual  in 

that  it   is not   based  on  sequence,   but  on the  juxtapo- 

sition  of  two rather broad phrases  (m.3-8;   11-16)  with 

two   statements of the basic  motive  (m.l-2;9-10)     It 

cadences in the expected relative major   (C major).   The 

second  section,   however,  is based on   sequence;   m.19 

begins  a sequence of m.17-18 a   step higher,   moving 

toward d minor.     In m.20  this  sequence is broken  to 

move into another two-measure figure   (m.21-22).     A sequence 

Starts a   step higher in m.23,   but  immediately breaks 

and moves  toward the  cadence in d minor in  m.26.     In 

m.27-28  the basic  motive of the movement  returns in  the 

tonic  key,   an example of the frequent return of initial 

material in the home key toward the   end of the  second  half 
82 of a binary movement which  characterizes  Vivaldi. The 

two-measure phrase which follows   (m.29-30 is obviously 

derived from m.3-4;   m.31-32 and m.33-34 are  sequences  of 

m.29-30,   each a step higher.     In  m.35 the  final drive to 

the cadence starts;   it is  prolonged by the deceptive 

cadence in  m.38. 

'^Newman,   Baroque Era,   p.88;  Rarig,  p.305. 

. 
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Second Fovement   (Key:  a. minor;  form:   binary) 

This movement   is  based on a   free sequence  of  the 

first  measure    in the  second measure;  m.3-4  continue 

freely,  but  using rhythmic  elements  found in the basic 

motive.     In m.5 there is  a typical skipping figure,   of 

which m.6 is a  sequence.    K.7,8, '-1 nd the beginning of 

9  are  based on a   combination of  sequence and repetition. 

The last  part of m.9 and aulO move freely toward the 

cadence in null.    The basic motive returns  at   the end  of 

this  measure,   tnis time  continued by different  figuration 

(m.14).     The figure  stated  at  the  end of m.15  is contin- 

ued through  four sequences,   each a  step higher.    M.18 

begins the move to the  cadence in C  in  m.19. 

The  second half of the  movement   begins with  another 

merit  of the  basic  motive in £ and  a continuation 

(m.20-22).     In m.23  a new figure is   stated and  continued 

through two full  sequences   (m.24,25)   plus a third  incom- 

plete  statement   (m.26),  moving toward e minor.    K.27 

is made up of a  figure  and three  sequential  statements 

of it.    M.28 illustrates the  use of a three-note  "pedal." 

Yet another figure  begins  in  m.29 with  two  sequences, 

followed  by the  cadence in m.31  on  e.     In m.31 the basic 

motive  is  stated in the home  key   (the "return"  mentioned 

in connection with  the first  movement).    NL.35  begins a*i- 

. 
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. 

other sequence  lasting through m.38.    M.39 is  built with 

a short  figure and its repetition and  m.40 by making the 

second  half a  sequence  of the first half.     M.41  recalls 

elements  of the  basic  motive   (also recalled in most  of 

the sequential  patterns).    M.42  begins another sequence, 

this  time with  four repetitions,   lasting into m.44»     rhe 

end  of  m.44 and m.45 represent  a  slight  variation of the 

multi-note  "pedal" figure.    M.l+b is an example of the 

characteristic  broken  third motive typical of string 

writitig In  the Baroque    ^ and moves toward the cadence 

in m.47,   in  which  begins the basic motive's final  state- 

ment . 

Third Movement   (key:  a minor;   form:  binary) 

The first ten measures of  this movement  are  based  on  free 

sequences  of the basic motive stated in m.1-2.     M.ll is 

based on  sequence;   m.12  states a new motive which  is 

repeated  in  m.   13.    M.14 moves toward   the  cadence on £ 

in m.15.     The second  section opens with the basic  motive 

in m.10-17.    M.   18 uses the same  sequence found in m.ll. 

These three measures lead to the d-rninor  cadence in m.19. 

M.20 is  the first  measure of the basic  motive and  is 

83 Rarig,   p.128. 
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sequenced twice   (m.21,22).     In m.23-24 there is  another 

cadence in d..    K.25-28 are  variations of the basic mo- 

tive in the home key  (again,  the  "return").    M.29  simply 

leads  into the motive  in in.30,   of which m.31  is  a sequence. 

The drive to the fianl cadence begins  in m.32,   delayed by 

the deceptive  cadence   in  m.33« 

Fourth Movement   (Key:   a minor;   form:   binary) 

This movement   is  based  essentially  on sequence and 

repetition.     The basic  motive is   stated in  m.1-2 and re- 

stated in m.5-6 after two free measures.    K.7-8 are also 

free.     The motive in m.9-10 is obviously derived from the 

basic  motive;     m.11-12 are  a repeat  of 9 and 10.    M.14 

sets up a  new  motive,   stated  sequentially  in m.15;   these 

two measures are repeated in m.16-17.    M.18-19 are based 

on  the  syncopation  found in the basic motive.    These 

two measures  plus m.20 are  repeated in m.21-23.     From 

there the   movement   moves freely to the  cadence in £ in 

m.31.     In the second section m.32-39 repeat almost  liter- 

ally m.1-8,   but  in  C_ major  this time.    M.40-47 are another 

almost  literal repetition  of ithe  same material in £ minor. 

M.48-49 are based on the rhythm of the basic motive; M.50- 

51 are free  sequences  of  m.48-49.    M.52 begins the free 

movement  into  the ^-minor cadence  in  m.55.    M.56-59 are 

.» 
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an exact  return  of m.1-4 in the home key of 3  minor.    K.60- 

b2 are obviously based  on the  basic motive  and continued 

by sequence   in n.63-65.    M.66-68 use the same material 

found in  m.14-16.     From here the  piece moves freely, 

although always    based on   previously  heard material, 

toward the   final  cadence. 



III.   The   'CfcLLO   SONATA  IN THL CLASSIC  NRA 

History  and External form of the 
Sonata  in  the  Classic   bra 

At  the beginning of the  Classic   Era, as  Newman 

notes,   the   sonata   had acquired  the  very general meaning, 

"a  solo  or  chamber instrumental  cycle  of aesthetic  or 

diversions  purpose,   consisting of  several contrasting 

movements that  are basea  on  relatively  extendeu designs 

in   'absolute'   music."  ^    However,   within a few decades 

it was to change  very  fundamentally from the  basic 

schemes  of a   sonata of four  binary  movements in the 

order  slow-fast-slow-fast or a  suite of some five or 

six dances also  in binary form. 

kost   of  these  changes    came    about  through    the 

peculiar position of  the sonata  as   the meeting-ground 

for many and   various  styles, as  has already been men- 

tioned.     Among the influences  on the  Pre-Classic  and 

Classic   sonata were  the da capo aria  and the operatic  sin- 

for.ia,   the  Baroque concerto and  concerto grosso,   the 

sonata da  chiesa.   and the sonata  da  camera of the bar- 

34.,,, "William S. Newman,   The Sonata  in the  Classic bra 
(Chapel  Hill:     University of North Carolina  Press,   19&3), 
P.19. 

38 
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85 
oque.   kore specific aspects of this influence will 

be discussed in the following paragraphs,  added to 

these generally formal influences were the textural 

influences of the French clavecin style (style galant) 
80 

and the   empfindsamkeit. 

The number of movements shifted from a norm of four 

to a norm of three,   fast-slow-fast,   in so  far as the 

ensemble and  keyboard sonatas are concerned. 87 This 

shift may  have been the  result  of  the influence of the 
88 Neopolitan opera  sinfonia       or perhaps the result of 

dropping the introductory  slow movement of  the old four- 

89 movement   style. This new  standardization wa.   by no 

means an  immediate one,   however.    Two-movement  sonatas 

^Donald N.   Ferguson,   A history  of i-aisical  Thought 
(New  York:     F.S.   Crofts,   1935),   p.2o5;     Paul  henry .Lang, 
i.usic  in Western Civilization   (New   ITork:   tf.tf.  Norton,   1941), 
Pp.594-595,   598;   Wilfred Kellers,   The  sonata Principle, 
vol.  II,  Man  and his kusic   (London:   burleigh Press,   1957), 
p.10;  Colles,   Ggove's,   vol.VII,   p.899. 

Lang,   p.   5$ 3)       Newman,   Classic  Era,   pp.120-133. 
87 

Apel, "Sonata,"  Harvard Dictionary, p.694. 

88,, 

89 
Ferguson, p.265; «pel, Ibid. 

Colles, Grove's, vol. VII, p.89b. 
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90 were frequent  in  the Pre-Classic  era. For awhile, 

as the internal   structure was  becoming more organise   , 

the number  of movements  became highly   variable." 

It  is on the first movement  that  historians of the 

sonata  tend to place  the greatest  emphasis;     the composers 

of the Classic  Era also   seem to have  placed the  emphasis on 
92 

this  movement. It was  here that  the  so-called  " sonata- 

allegro"form was  developed,   with its  characteristic  contrast- 

ing    second  theme,  development,   and recapitulation.     Newman 

makes the  point that this form was  not nearly  so rigid 

the text  book definitions make it  seem,   even at the height 

93 of Viennese Classicism. Nonetheless,  these three elements 

—a contrasting second theme,  a  development,   and a recapitu- 

lation—have   so  characteristically  been associated with 

the sonata-form that at   least   some  inquiry  irn^o their ori- 

gins is indispensable. 

Early  mentions of a  second theme occur in treatises 

by Kiepel «nd Vogler  in  1755 and  1778. Some  claim 

that the beginnings  of  the polythematic   aonata go back 

90 Newman,   Baroque Era.   p.72. 
(/LColles,   Grove's.   VII,   pp.896-897. 
92, "Newman,   Classic  Era,   p.133. 
93 

Ibid.,   pp.112-119. 94 Ibid.,   p.34. 

. 
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to Corelli and dall1Abaco.^5    Early usars of duo-themat- 

iclsm included F. Mica,   G.P.E.   Bach,  M.G,  Monn,J.   wagen- 

96 seil,   0.   Platti,  and Pergolesi. The dominant was not 

always  the  area in whicii the second theme occurred; the 

Neopolitans were particularly fond  of minor  keys for 

secondary themes. 97 The insertion of the  second theme 

into the   sonata, along with that  of the development, 

was  one of far-reaching importance: 

The idea of a  second  theme,   although in the 
beginning it  did not much change  the size 
and  impact  of a sonata, nevertheless   embodied 
one  of the greatest,   and in  its  effect most 
far-reaching,   principles of musical archi- 
tecture;  namely the  principle of building 
extended  musical forms in which entirely 
contrasting thoughts  converge into  an artis- 
tically united design.     Thus the  "second 
theme"  became the  structural  pivot,   by means 
of which the gigantic  symphonic  forms of 
Beethoven,   Schubert,   Schumann,   Berlioz,   Brahms, 
Tchaikovsky,   and others became possible. 
In fact the wonders of the classic,  romantic, 
and  in some respects  even of the modern 
musical  epoch are thinkable  only through - 
the invention,  as  it  were,   of  duothematicism.^ 

95 

9b, 
Lang,   p.594. 

Ibid.,   p.595;  Marc Fincherle,   Vivaldi:   Genius of 
the Baroque,  trans.Christopher Hatch     (New   York:  W.W.  Nor- 
ton,   1957J7 P.246;   hudolph heti,   "The hole of Luothemati- 
cism in the  evolution of Sonata Form,"    Music review AVII, 
no.2  (May,   195b),  pp.112-113. 

97 
Lang,  p.595. 

98 
heti,  Music heview,   XVII,   no.2   (May,   1956),   p.110. 

- 
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The idea of recapitulation came perhaps from the 

99 da capo aria.   '    More  likely,   it was a natural  evolution 

of the  idea of return already  inherent  in  the  baroque 

sonatas of  such  composers as Vivaldi. 
100 

The full recap- 

itulation appeared in the second half of the  eighteenth 
101 

century. 

The origins of the idea  of development    are by far 

the most  difficult to find.     It was the  latest  of the 

elements of  the sonata to appear in anything more than 
102 

the most rudimentary of forma. One of   the most  impor- 

tant  contributions of Haydn was his  sense of development, 

his "growing unification of the  sonata form,   with the 

organic development of often tiny  p^rticals of  his melo- 
103 

die themes." Still,   in the  greater part of Classical 

sonatas tne development is little more tnan a snort sec- 

tion of modulation and tonal instability leading back to 

the  tonic for tne racapitulation. 

All the  elements of the  sonata-allegro  form were  in 

evidence by  the early   1780's at  least,  although not all 

99 rt 100 Lang,   p. 598. xtarig,   p.305. 
101 1°2 

Newman,   Classic Era,   p.31. Ibid..   p.l55ff. 

Curt  Sachs, The Commonwealth of  nrt:   Style in the 
Fine nrts,  Music  and the Dance     (New  York:   w.W.  Norton,   1946), 
P.173. 

. 
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sonatas necessarily  contained full  second themes,  full 

developments,   or full recapitulations;   but the  standard 

textbook definitions were  not  established until  about 
104 

1840 by A.B.  i-iarx and Czerny. It is interesting to 

see a description of sonata  procedure,   before   these formal 

definitions,tyJ.G.  Portmann in  1789, which  shows the 

basic  outline of the form as we know it: 

The plan or outline of a musical  piece is 
the  skillful arrangement  of the main and 
subordinate    keys,   the order of  these, 
what  comes first,   and ought to follow next, 
thirdly,   fourthly.     For example,   I  shall 
make the outline for the allegro of a  key- 
board  sonata  in D.     Thus,   I  establish the 
main key of D,   in which I begin and modu- 
late.     After this I   veer toward the dom- 
inant...and  cadence  therein.     This consti- 
tutes the outline of  the  first  section of 
the Allegro.     In the other section I  begin 
with more remote modulations....these then 
take  me  back to  D,   in which I repeat the 
theme and my melodic materials and passages 
...already heard in the  subordinate key. 
I  remain and conclude tnere. 

The form of the  sonata-allegro as it is taught  in text- 

books today is  one which is familiar to all musicians: 

\|'.first   subject   (tonic);   transition;   second 
subject   (dominant);   closing theme or  cadential 
decoration ".|| development;  dominant  preparation 
or retransition;     recapitulation of the first 
subject.transition,   second tneme,  and closing 
theme,   all  in the tonic;   (coda)ll 

Newman,   Classic  Era,   p.26. 

quoted in i.ewman,   Classic  Era,  p.31« 

- 
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It represents a  combination of the principles  of both 

closed form and open form in that though the  exposition 

is  closed,   the development  is open,  free,     and dramatic. 

Sachs  suggests that  it  is to this aspect  of the form 

106 
that the   sonata  owes  its long  survival. 

Much of  the parrel over too  exact definitions or 

definitions wnich   are not exact  enough could  be eased 

with the  acceptance of the  idea that   "sonata,   like fugue, 

is not  so much  a form as a principle,   an  approach to 
107 

composition." 

The forms used for  tne last two movements of the 

three-movement  classical  sonata were not  nearly  so  stand- 

ard ised as was the first  movement.     The old  Baroque 

binary  form still was used,   sometimes  in all tne move- 
108 

ments during the  pre-classical  era. nil movements 
109 could  be found in   sonata-form fairly frequently. 

Aside from sonata-form and binary form,   slow-move- 

ment Forms  included ABA patterns,   rondo forms,   variation 

forms,   and free fantasias. 110 The last movement, par- 

100 

107 

108 

109 
I 

110 

Sachs, Commonwealth, p.3^6. 

tellers, p.3» 

iipel,   "Sonata1; harvard Dictionary,   p.694 

Newman,   Classic £.ra,   p.li>8. 
) 
Ibid.,   pp.158-161. 
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ticularly in the  early Classic   period,  was occasionally 

a minuet. Other dance movements which influenced 

the form and/or  st.yle of  the last movements included 
112 the  gigue and the polonaise,     Also  influencing the  last 

113 movements were  the  caccia and the march." Other forms 

included the rondo,   the fugue,  the sonata-form,   and var- 
114 

iations. 

Ill 

112 

Ibid.,   p.161. 

Ibid.,  pp.103-104. 
113Ioid. 
114 Ibid.,   p.lo4. 
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Internal Form in the Classic   Sonata 

The changes in texture and in internal form during 

the Classic   hra were due  principally to the  influence of 

the French clavecin  style   (style galant)   and tne  empfind- 

samkeit which have already been mentioned. The  early 

stages of the development  of the Classical sonata "repre- 

sented no  high and noble  ideals,   but rather a   reaction 
116 

against  the heaviness  of  polyphony," just  as did the 
117 ideals of the  style galant and the  empfindsamkeit. 

ris Lang  says,   "The  Baroque  sought to crush,  to  convert, 

to exalt,   and to bring about  redemption;   the rococo wished 
11$ to  entertain." Or as  Grout  says,   "Music   of the Enlight- 

enment was  supposed to meet the  listener  on his own ground, 

and not   compel  him to make an    anxious effort  to understand 

what was going on;   it   must  please   (by agreeable  sounds and 

rational  structure)  and move   (by imitating feelings),   but 

not too often astonish by  excessive elaboration)   and never 

,     119 

puzzle   (_by    too great   complexity)." 

bee above,   p.40. Ferguson,   p.264. 
117Lang, chapter 12, pp.530-517 ; Donald J. Grout, 

A history of Western i».usic (New York: W.'w. Norton, I960), 
chapter 13,   pp. 4II-O6. 

118 
Lang,   p.535. 

119 Grout,  p.414. 
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One of the most  basic  changes occurred in phrase 

structure.     It  moved in  the direction of symmetrical, 

periodic   structures,  which had their roots in dance 

music. Phrases and periods were most often constructed 

in combinations of two,   four,   and eight measures which 

were in turn  combined with other periods constructed  in 
121 

a  similar manner. zintecedent and consequent phrases 

(or subject-predicate,   question-answer,   etc.)  were dis- 
122 

cussed  in the treatises  of the  period. Many early 

Classic works were only  extensions of a   basic   eight-mea- 

i 123 sure  period. 

Cadences became much more frequent,   and  correspond- 

ingly less important in  defining structural divisions, 

than they had  been in the late  baroque. LacKing 

the tremendous breath of the baroque,  the   pr^classical 

composers were winded-   after a few measures of   'free think- 

ing*;   the only remedy  for the  strandea composer was to 
125 make a  cadence and start all over again." One of the 

greatest  problems  of the pre-classic   era was making the 

Leonard G.  hatner,   "Eighteenth-Century Theories 
of Musical Period Structures," Musical  quarterly.   ALII, 
no.4 (October,  195o),  p.443. 

121 
Ibid.,   pp.440-442 

122 Ibid.,   p.440. 

123 

125 
Ibid.,   p.451. 

Lang,   p.600. 

124 Ibid.,   p.440. 

. 
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music   "go"  by  avoiding this  feeling of constantly  stop- 
126 

ping and starting. Some of the means which were  used 

in order to extend an eight-measure  period were listed 

by Koch in  his  eighteenth-century treatise entitled 
127 Versuch  einer  ijileitung  zur Composition,   1782-1793; 

these methods  included: 

1. Similar restatement of a  motif on another 
harmony. 
2. Reinforcement  of a  full  cadence  by   varied 
repetition  of the cadence formula 
3. Repetition of a  motive taking another level 
of t he same harmony. 
if.  Extension of a   section  by repeating  established 
metrical formulas 
5.   Parenthesis,  insertion of new material 
o.   rrogression,   i.e.   sequence 
7. reinforcement  of a half-cadence  by  repe- 
tition 
8. Closing section  strengthened  by addition- 
al  cadence formulas 
9. Spinning out a  rapidly moving figure 

10.  Modulating sequence128 

This type  of phrase  structure had a  "debilitating 

effect"  on  the moving bass  of the basso  continuo of the 

Baroque,   because  it   "engendered a   much slower harmonic 
129 rhythm with a  more static kind of supporting bass." 

more  or less  rigid  part-writing of the Baroque  gave 

126Rigsby,   Lecture to Music 431,   i.ovember  5,   1963. 

"^hatner,   Musical Quarterly.  XLIi, no.4   (Oct.,   1956), 
footnote,   p.441. 

128 
Ibid., p.451. 129 Newman, Classic bra, p.90. 

. 
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way to an   almost   complete lack  of  any  separate  and dis- 

tinct  part  aside from the treble line.  •*      The  consider- 

able slowing of the harmonic rhythm and the  elimination 

of  strict   polyphonic  part-writing,   plus the tendency to 

restrict the  harmonic  vocabulary  basically to the three 

primary triads—tonic,   dominant,  and subdominant—  gave 

rise to such figurational devices  as the  Alberti bass 

and the "oom-pah-pah" techniques.3       Thus the texture 

of music  of the Classic  bra,   particularly in its early 

stages,   was generally  much  lignter than  that  of the 

Baroque Era. 

13°Lang,  pp.593-594. 

Newman,   Classic  bra,   p.122,   127 
132lbid.,   p.3. 

. 
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Continuation of the Basso  Continuo 
Sonata  in  the Classic Era 

One of the  complications which arises  in the attempt 

to discuss the cnange of style from the  baroque  ^ra to 

the Classic  Era,   particularly  in reference to the  sonata 

for a  solo  instrument with  keyboard,   is the  continuation 

of  the old-style  basso  continuo,   or solo/bass,   sonata 

right  up to and  slightly beyond 1800.  ^    Most   of  these, 

Newman notes,   are violin/bass  sonatas,       a  statement which 

may be extended to  include the  'cello/bass  sonatas of 

floccherini,   Cirri,   Kraft,   Breval,   and others. 

In  connection with these  solo/bass  sonatas,   it  is 

perhaps not  amiss to  note the statement   by Newman that in 

tnis  era  there frequently occur sonatas for  violin or   'cello 

and bass  "in which the bass is actually  an unfigured   'cello 

part that  constitutes a duet  partner  quite as much as  a 

harmonic   support."     An  example of  this occurrence is the 
1 "X f\ 

Kraft  Sonata  for   'cello  and basso   continuo  '      to be analyzed 

^Newman,   Classic  bra,   p.4,   678. 
l34Ibid.,   p.95.       133Ibid.,   p.97. 

Anton Kraft, "Sonata, opus 2, no.II for Violoncello 
and Piano," ed. Claus Adam, introduction by Josef Marx 
(New York: McGinnis and Marx, 1948). 

. 
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later;   the publisher put  out tnis  sonata  with the bass 

realized for piano,   but  also with the  bass edited as a 

second   'cello part,  noting that this option was appar- 

ently  given at the time at which it was written.-'0 

However,  the  fact  that  this option was probably taken 

only when absolutely necessary  seems clear from a section 

of C.P.B.   Bach's  Versuch which Arnold quotes: 

Some individuals have themselves aeeoapt* 
hied in  a  Solo,   on  the Viola,   or  even on 
tne  Violin,   without a  keyed  instrument. 
If this is  done as  a matter  of necessity, 
for lack of good Clavier  players,   they 
ii.ust  be excused;   but,   apart  from that, 
many faults occur  in a  performance of this 
sort.     The  Solo  becomes a duet,   if the 
Bass is well written;   if it  is   bad,     13-7 
how  jejune  it   sounds without harmony! 

The bass was  frequently unfigured,  even   in  Vivaldi's time; 

in one  of Vivaldi's concertos he added figures to the  con- 

tinuo  part with the notation,   "For the fools," wnich carries 

the connotation that the intelligent  accompanist would not 
138 need the figures. 

The clavier part  realized from Classic  figured basses 

bore the  same strictly accompanimental relation to the  solo 

part that the Baroque realizations did;   treatises  such  as 

C.P.E.   Bach's apply to  both eras to    some-   extent. 

Josef Marx,   Introduction in  Kraft,   "Sonata,"  p.l6. 
137 

^rnold, p.328. 
1 ^$ 

Pincherle, Musical Quarterly, .&.LIV,no.2 (April, 1958) 
P. 154. 

,. 
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It  is  frequently rather  difficult  to draw the line 

between  Baroque and Pre-Classical works-   since there 

are sonatas   (such as those  of Boccherini)l->9 which use 

tne binary form rather than  sonata-form and which use 

the basso  continuous  just  discussed.     Generally, the 

division  is made  by  considering works in which the  phrases 

tend to  be constructed in multiples of two measures to 

be Pre-Classical.   (example 18)    These  works    also usually 

show a   tendency toward themes rather than to  shorter 

motives as in Baroque works,   (example 19)     The  sections 

are built  up by  combining  phrases ratner than continuous 

unfolding of motive,   sequence,   and  so on.     >ilso,   the 

passage work depends more  on  scale and arpeggio patterns 

(example 20)  and less on  sequence.     Sequence of course 

is still used,   but a more  frequent  device  is  simple repe- 

tition,   (example 21) 

The division  between Pre-Classical  and Classical 

works is  equally as difficult.     The same  characteristics 

of phrase  structure and passage work occur in Classical 

works as  in  Pre-Classical works.     Generally this aivision 

is made with the appearance of characteristic Classical 

forms,   such  as the  sonata-form and the rondo.    Thus the 

139, 'Luigi Boccherini, "Six Sonate per violoncello e 
pianoforte," realizzazione di Alfreao Piatti, revisions di 
Gilberto Crepax (Milan: G. liicordi & C. Edit or i, iV5«J. 
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Kraft  Sonata,   in  spite of its use of basso continuo, 

is a Classical  sonata  rather a  Pre-Glassical  sonata 

because of  its use of the  sonata and rondo forms. 
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Lxample 18—Phrase  structure  in multiples  of two. 
From Kraft,   Sonata,   Third Movement,   m.1-8. 

;s t^mm 
llto ff ffljWfflf ir\f -M/ 

example 19—Use of themes rather than  motives. 
From Kraft,   Sonata,   First Movement,   m.1-4. 

i|" J Cr J ffljj I y^m 
Lxample 20—Passage work 

a.   From Boccherini,   Sonata  I,   Third Movement,   m.50-52 
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Example 20—continued 
b. From Boccherini, Sonata VI, Second Movement. 

nw 21-22. 

c. From Kraft, Sonata, Third Movement, m.150-155. 

tftftftftlflfrC 
x 

fr5fr&r"lJ3fl,tftti^^ 
Example 21--Use of repetition. 

a.  From Boccherini,   Sonata  II,   First Movement, 
m.19-20. 

¥mm 
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Example  21-continueci 
b.  From Boccherini,   oonata  IV,   Second Kovement, 
in.1-4. 

Mi^UT 

^44444414 
-KRMrM 

RH*V PS ■A.*^ 
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Style and Character  of  the   'Cello  Part 
in the Classic  Sonata  for 

'Cello and Basso Continuo 

Since many of these  solo/b.c.   'cello  sonatas were 

written  by  men who were themselves  virtuoso  'cellists 
.     140 and used their  sonatas as  vehicles for  tneir  virtuosity, 

they  employ wide ranges,   virtuoso passage work,   and 

frequent double-stops,   as may  be seen in  examples 18-21. 

The use  of  cadenzas in  sonatas as well as  concertos was 

common.   ^      Good examples of all tnese traits may  be 

found in the Boccherini  Sonatas and the Kraft   Sonata. 

The wide range of these  sonatas,  which required use of 

the treble  clef,   has  presented something of a problem 

to modern editors,   for there seem to  be cases where the 
142 

treble  clef  should obviously be read an octave lower. 

A general rule was formulated,and was  still applied occa- 

143 sionally as late as  tterlioz'   treatise on orchestration, 

that  if a treble clef appeared at the beginning of a   piece 

or followed the    bass clef then it was  played an  octave 

•^Lewman,   Classic  bra.p.48. 
U1Ibid.,   p.lll. 14<iIbid.,   p.97. 

"^Hector Berlioz,   Treatise  on Instrumentation. 
revised and  enlarged by hichard  Strauss,   trans.   Theodore 
Front   (New   fork:   Edwin  P.  Kalmus,   1948),   p.77. 

I 
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lower than v.ritten.     If the treble  clef followed the I 

tenor  clef then it  was played as  written.     Good examples 

of this  practice may be found  in  the  Kraft  Sonata,   for 

the editor has left the   'cello part in   the piano  score 

in the original  clefs,     ^  although the   'cello  part  itself 

has been   jdited  in terms  of th e modern  practices of read- 

ing the clefs  as written.     (example  22) 

144. Marx,   Introduction to the  Kraft  Sonata,   p.16. 
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Example  22—Treble  clef  read an octave  lower. 
a.   Kraft,   Sonata,   First Movement,   m.18-19. 

a^o-rU>us3rt» 

rttyfimfl ^ AST 

b.Kraft,   bonata,   First Movement,   rr..38-40. 

<YY\<ttk>vAV^ 

\t<®RMh-k 
%+^ m AM 

c.  Kraft,   Sonata,   First  Movement,  m.88. 

5s • 
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Analysis  of a  Typical Classic Sonata 
for   '8ello and  Basso  Continuo: 

Kraft,   Sonata op.2 no.II 

First Movement   (Key:   G major;  form:   sonata-allegro) 

Anton Kraft's Sonata,   op.2,   no.II,  is a  particular- 

ly good  example of the devices  given by Koch.^->      In the 

exposition  of the  first   movement  the four-measure phrase 

at the beginning is first elaboratea by an almost  literal 

repetition an -.afcfcave  lower in m.5-8,  making up an  eight- 

measure   period,    M.8-14  are  nothing more than the  "rein- 

forcement  of  a full cadence  by  varied repetition of  the 

cadence formula"   (number 2  of Koch's rules),  finally ending 

in m.14  in a  half-cadence.    M.15  begins the transition 

section with a  new four-measure  phrase.    M»19 repeats the 

first two  measures of  this figure,  with the last two meas- 

ures   changed.    M.23  repeats  ra.22  with  sixteenth-note 

figuration  rather than triplets,  and  m.24  spins  out tnis 

rapidly moving figure   (number 9 of Koch's rules)  into m.25. 

M,26-27  are a   seouence   (Koch's rule number 6)  of m.24-25 

a step lower.    M.28-30  simply elaborate the leading-tone 

seventh in  D major   (the dominant)  with idiomatic string 

crossings,   leading to the end of the transition section 

on the dominant  of the  dominant  in m.31. 

1^5See above,   p.48. 
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The second theme begins  in  m.32,  and  like the be- 

ginning of the first  theme,  it is  continued by an almost 

literal  repetition,   this time an octave  higher,   (m.40-43) 

M.44-/+5 are repeated harmonically  in m.46-47 with  slightly 

different  figuration,    k.4^-60 are essentially  spinning out 

of  rapidly moving figures   (number 9 of Koch's rules)   through 

such devices  as repetition:  K.50 repeats m.49;   m.55   re- 

peats m.53  on a different   level  of  harmony   (number 1 of 

Koch's rules);   and  sequence   (m.51-52).     This section 

may be t ermed the   closing section or  codetta,    k.60-64 

illustrate two  of  Koch's rules,  the   repetition of a  motive 

on another  level of the same   harmony   (no.3)   and  the closing 

section  strengthened by  additional cadence formulas   (no.8). 

The development   section,after the first   eight  measures 

(m.65-72)  which  contain material from the first theme, 

is little more than passage work with characteristic 

figuration:   dctaves,   scales and arpeggios.    The  brief 

three-measure retransition   (m.95-97)  again uses material 

from the first  theme.    The  recapitulation begins  in m.95. 

beginning in m.105 through m.122 the  figuration is slightly 

changed  in  order to allow  the   second t neme to appear in the 

tonic.    The second  theme   returns in m.l2b.     In m.138    the 

coda  begins;   it,   like  most  of the development, i s made up 

of figuration,  this time wilfc a distinctly  caaenza-like 

> 
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Character  to it.    The  movement   ends with the same  caden- 

bial figures that   ended  the exposition,  though now,  of 

course,  in the tonic. 

becond lavement   (Form:   ternary;     key:  £. major) 

The  first £ section  of   the ABA design covers  n.l- 

23.    It is   made up  of two  eight-mas sure  periods   (m.1-8, 

9-16)   followed  by a   third eight-measure period  (M.17*24) 

which  recalls the first   eight  measures.    The last  rnes sure 

of this section overlaps with  the first measure  of the 

B section,  wni ch  begins in   m.24j   it  is in the tonic   minor 

(_£ minor),   moving  toward its  relative  piajor   (£  )   in m.29. 

The £  section is made up basically   of  two periods,   but 

this time  the  number  of measures in each  period is  uneven, 

The  first period   (m.24-37)   is   extended   (rn.27 and m.35) 

through the  "extension  of a     section  by repeating   estab- 

lished metrical formulas"   (Koch's rule  number 4)  and 

through   parenthesis and  inserted material   (m.35;   Koch's 

rule number   5).     In m.37-41 the first part of   the  ft 

section returns in slightly more ornamented form.    I..41- 

43  are   simply figuration  on the dominant  preparing for 

the return of the  A section in  m.44.    Only the first 

e ight  measures  of A return,   and a   short  codetta  begins 

in m.52. 
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Third Movement     (Form:   rondo;  kev:   G major) 

The third movement   is a rondo with the    scheme 

ABA'CA.    The first part   of the theme,   or A section,   of 

the rondo is made  up of two  similar  eight-measure  periods, 

and  covers  m.1-16.     The  second  part   of the ^ section 

covers m.17-30.    The first  part  returns  in  shortened  form 

in m.31-40.     The B section covers  m.41-90;   it  is made 

up essentially  of  figuration and  is  basically  in the 

dominant   (D major).     A returns  in   slightly  ornamented 

and  shortened form in  m.91-106.    The C   section begins in 

m.107 and continues through m.203.     It   is a  long,   rambling 

section with elements  of  both a development  and a  cadenza. 

M.204-244 recapitulate the A section in m.1-40 almost 

exactly.     A short   coda begins  in m.245. 
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The Accompanied  Clavier  Sonata 
in t he Classic Bra 

The accompanied clavier   sonata   is a   phenomenon 

of the  Classic  Lra which is frequently  neglected,   but 

which is  quite  important  to the   history  of the  chamber 

duo  sonata.     It resulted irom the rise and increasing im- 
140 The portance  of the new instrument,  the piano.' 

147 
piano was invented about   1709, but  it  did  not come 

148 into general use until the 1760' a. Thus,   just as the 

Baroque  sonata history is  involved closely with the 

history of the rise in importance of the  violin family, 149 

so the  Classic  Kra  sonata  history  is tied up to a  similar 
150 

extent with the  rise of the piano. Some of the stylis- 

tic! changes are   enumerated by Newman as follows: 

...the  clavier was   coming to'.replace the  violin 
as the preferred solo instrument One might 
even   say that the clavier was trading    places 
with the string instruments it had formerly 
accompanied.     Thus,   the left  hand, which  had 

146,, • •Newman,   Classic  Era,   p.80;   Newman,   "Concerning 
the  Accompanied  Clavier  Sonata," Musical  Quarterly 
mill,  no.3   (July,   1947),  pp.337-338. 

147h.E.M.   Harding,   "Pianoforte,"  Grove's Dictionary 
of Music and Musicians,   VI,   p;.724. 

148hewman,   Classic  *ra.   p.83.       149See above,   p.14. 
1 ^Newman.Musical  Quarterly.AXX.III,   no.3   (July,   1947), 

PP.337-338;   i.ewman,   Classic  hra ,   p.80. 
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often  been elaborated in diminutions by the 
•cello during the basso  continuo  era,  now 
became the more  elaborate of the two parts 
when  both were provided,     at tne  same time, 
the right  hand,   previously accustomed to 
virtuoso  playing only  in  solo music,   now 
took over  the passage work that the violin 
had played as solo  instrument,   leaving the 
latter to oo the filling out and reinforcing. 
Furthermore,  as  soon as the right  hand part 
was written out,   specific melodic responsibi- 
lities could be assigned to it that  had former- 
ly  been  borne by the left  hand.    This meant 
greater freedom in  the clavier  bass and a new, 
lighter,   more figurate  kind of harmonic  sup- 
port as  in the  "iilberti  bass".i->i 

Thus,   in  violin-piano  combinations tne roles were  switched 

so that  the  violin  became  solely accompaniment in much 

of the Classical music for this combination.    The  violin 

(or other instrument  parts in accompanied sonatas) was 
152 frequently marked as optional. The instrument accom- 

panying the clavier most frequently,   aside from the  violin, 

was the  flute. There is also some evidence tnat the 
154 

'cello was  occasionally used to  reinforce the bass line. 

151 
Newman, Musical Quarterly, XXAIII, no.3 (July, 

1947), pp.337-338. 
152 

Newman, Classic Lra, p; .98-104. 

l33Ibid., p.100. 

1^Ibid.,p.l01; Newman r  Musical quarterly, XXXIII, 
no.3 (July, 1947), pp.329-330. 
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The accompanied clavier sonata persisted as late as 
155 Czerny. The roles of the older  solo/bass  violin 

sonata of the baroque and  the  clavier and  accompanied 

clavier   sonatas are summarized well in the Grove's 

Dictionary article: 

...the old  violin sonata  is in many respects 
a  distinct  genus,  which maintained its indi- 
viduality alongside the gradually  stereotyped 
clavier  sonata, and only ceased when that 
type obtained possession  of the field and 
the violin was reintroduced,   at  first,   as 
it were,   furtively,   as an  accompaniment  to 
the  pianoforte,-'--'© 

155Ibid.,   footnote,   p.329. 
15°Colles,   Grove's  Dictionary.   VII,   p.894. 
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The Duo  Sonata  in the Classic   r-ra 

Newman  carefully  points out  the the true  cham- 

ber duo  sonata  of the Classic  and homantic  Eras is  rath- 

er      a  descendant  of the accompanied clavier  sonata  lhan 

of the  solo/bass  sonata   of the  Baroque  bra.     '     The 

sections  of duo  sonatas  in which the  violin or   'cello 

accompanies the  piano are,   in  particular,   a legacy of 
158 

the accompanied  clavier  sonata. Eha  shift occurred 

as  the accompanimental  part for  violin or  other instrument, 

Decame more and more  "oblige"  and  began to assume  increas- 
159 ihg   t!fi:natic  importance. hrobably tne first true 

duo sonatas for  violin and  piano were Mozart's  "Mannheim" 

sonatas for violin and  piano   (1778); he had already 

written  several  violin-piano sonatas  in the accompanied 

clavier style. Some of the  important  influences 

leading to the  equality  of the  violin and  piano  pt-rts in 

Newman,   Classic   ara,   p.104. 
15 Newman,   i.usical Quarterly,  XXXIII,  no.3   (July, 

1947),   p.348. 
159. 

160 
Newman, Classic era, p.104. 

Ibid., p.494. 
161 

Ibid., pp. 490-494 
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these  sonatas  seem to hive been the works of J.C.  Bach, 

hoccherini,   Jamr.artini,  and  Schuster. 162 The first works 

with an  "oblige"   'cello  part with the   piano  are  Beetho- 

ven's two   sonatas in opus   5   (1796). Thus,  again, 

there is  a noticeable lapse  of  time between  corresponding 

developments in the  literature for the violin and in the 

literature for the   'cello. 

lt>2 Newman,  inusical Quarterly,     XXXIII,  no.3   (ouly, 
1947),   p.347. 

l0^Newman,   Classic   bra,   p.lC5. 
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Style and Character of the   'Cello  Part 
in the Classic Duo  sonata  for 

•Cello and Piano 

The  five  sonatas of Beethoven and one  by V«olfl 

for  'cello and piano    ^ may  be taken  as representative 

of the  duo  sonata in the Classic  Era.    The   style in these 

sonatas is  completely different  from that of the sonatas 

with basso continue     With the additional  resources    pro- 

vided by  a piano  part   equal  in importance with the   'cello 

part,   passage work for its own  sake almost  completely 

disappears.     Instead what used to be  passage work  becomes 

then.utic development,   involving free interchange and  imita- 

tion  between  the  piano  and  the   'cello,   (example 23)    This 

exchange  characterizes not  only the development,   but 

all sections of the movement.       There is no lessening of 

the  technical requirements made of the  'cello,   but it 

ceases to  be the only important   character in  the drama. 

There are many possibilities in the  combination of 

'cello and piano.     '    The   'cello can  accompany in many ways; 

164 Ludwig  van Beethoven,   "Sonatas for Pianoforte 
and Violoncello,"  ed  and fingered  by  Leo  Schulz   (hew  York: 
G.  Schrimer,   190$);  Joseph  wolfl,   "Sonate,   d-moll,   fur 
Tioloncello und Klavier,   op.31," hortus Musicus 111, 
ed.  Folkmark Langin  (Kassel  und Basel:   Barenreiter  Ver- 
l«f, 1953). 

Kuch of the following section comes from  Thomas 
F. Dunhill,   Chamber Music:   * Treatise for  Students  (London: 
MaAillan and Co.,   Ltd.  and  Gtainer and  Bell,   Ltd.,   1938), 
PP.155-179. 
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taking the  actual  bass line  (example 24),   filling  in 

harmonies with .-a secondary Uh« (example  25),  filling in 

harmonies with double-stops  (example  26),  arpeggio figures 

(example 27),   and pizzicato passages  if the piano is 

not too  heavy   (example  28)     The piano can £ate the melody 

embroidered by  figuration and doubled by the  'cello.     The 

melody  can be the top note of a series of chords  in tne 

'cello,   either   bowed or  pizzicato.     And wnen it  comes 

to  simple  melodic  presentation,   trie  'cello is a  lyrical 

instrument   par  excellence. 
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example 23—Thematic  interchange  between   'cello and piano. 
From Wolfl,   First Movement,   m.11-14. 

f f f  f  f 
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example 23—continued 
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Lxample 24—bass  line in Che   'cello. 
a.  From tfolfl,   Second Movement,   m.39, 

(^A^^Lc^>^^>^- 

b.  From Beethoven,   First  Sonata   (op.5,  no.l), 
First Movement,   rn.23-24. 

1   Wuho^j^jff <2&*M-™Jxtr 
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Example 25—Secondary line in the 'cello part.  From 
Beethoven, Second Sonata (op.5, no.2), second 
Movement, m.12-16. 

(Xlh^ur 
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Example 26— Harmonies filled in with double-stops in 
the 'cello part. From Beethoven, First Sonata 
(opus   5,   no.l),   Second riovement,   m.l. 

m£ 

ExampleM27—arpeggio figures in the   'cello part 
Wolfl,   Second Movement,  m.25. 

From 

(Xyvbxsdrf. 
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Example  28—Use  of  pizzicato.   From Beethoven,   First 
Sonata   (opus  5,   no.l),   Second Movement,   m.85-86. 

0§lsL<%~L*r 
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IV.   ThL   'CELLO   SCNAT*  IN   THE hOMANTIC   LhA 

The  Sonata  in the  homantic  Lra 

The musical  thought  of tne nineteenth   century was not 

really  congenial  with  the idea  of chamber music. It 

tended to the very  small forms,   sucn as the lied and 

small piano  piece,   or else to the  possibilities of  soner- 

ity     and  color of  the  large  symphonic forms. nlso, 

in  the attempt to  combine the arts,   trie homantic  ideal 

became program music,   and instrumental  music  became 

prized for its ability to express feelings ratner than 

to  participate in the abstract forms of the Classical 

lira. Indeed it   may  be said that  chamber music"disin- 
169 

tegrated"after Schubert  until the appearance  of Brahms. 

Works which were written  in the  sonata-form tended 
170 

to become  large ternary forms, sometimes breaking up 

166 
Grout,   p.523 

Ibid.;   Alfred  Linstein,  fousic  in the Komantic 
Lra   (New   York:   W.W.  Norton,   1947),   p.76. 

hinstein,   p.32. 
169 Lang,   p.73,   785;   A.  Hyatt  King,   Chamber Music 

(London:   Max Parrish and Co.,   Ltd.,   1948),   p.54. 

170 Lang,   p.817. 

77 
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into  fantasy-like  sections,   particularly in bchumann.171 

The increasing use of chromatic harmony  made the clear- 

cut opposition of tonic  to dominant,which characterized 

the Classical sonata,impossible,     nlso,  the lyrical mel- 

odies of the Romanticists were not  really  susceptible to 

development;     they were complete  at their first   statement. 

What was  lost was inner unity,  architectonic 
coherence,   logic   of harmony and melody.     The 
construction  of a movement   is no longer based 
on a motivic  theme out   of which  grows the whole 
structure.     The lines are drawn freely,  witnout 
much regard as to what  precedes and what fol- 
lows them;  the harmonies  cease to  maintain 
a   planned relationship,  and  lead a  capricious 
life;   the  melodies became ample and songlike, 
too unwieldy for symphonic  elaboration,  and 
too numerous for  clarity;  episoae  upon  episode 
follows in a multi-colored sequence often 
necessitating  extramusical  means,   sucn as 
programs,  to give a  sense of cohesion and 
continuity The  expansive  force and pos- 
sibilities of the romantic  theme are  virtually 
exhausted witn its announcement;  it   circles 
around  itself without  growing, thereby causing 
a   stagnation which often  becomes almost offen- 
sive.   1'2 

The  emphasis  on lyricism led to the  increased  importance 

assigned to the  second theme,   and it  was the second theme 

that  tended to  be the most  complete at  the first  statement 

and offer the least  chance for development. 

171Rigsby,   Lecture to I-usic  432,  February 7,   1904- 

172Lang,   p.  *ll. 
173Ibid.,   p.317. 
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The Romanticists recognized the basic form of the 

Classical  sonata,  but  when they used it they  bent  its 

shape for expressive  purposes and blurred the  outlines 

of  sectional divisions.    The Romantic Era  dealt   very 

freely with form,  feeling that  Beethoven had  shown the 
17 A. 

way to bursting the shackles of form.    ijnphasis was 

placed on color, sonority, ana sound for its own sake 

175 rather than on form. 

The composers who did write chamber music were those 

who were close to Classicism, either in time or thougnt:*«b 

Schubert, Schumann, kendelssohn, branms, Franck, Saint- 

Saens, Faure, and so on. 

The internal texture of music in the Romantic i-ra 

became thicker and more opacue through the use of low 

registers, doubling, and active inner parts. 

'^Einstein, p.6o. 

175 
"ibid., p.67. 

176Grout, p.523. 
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Style and Character of the   'Cello  hart 
in the Romantic  Duo  Sonata 

for  'Cello and Piano 

Taking as  examples the  two  Brahms  oonatas,   the two 

oaint-Saens  Sonatas,   the Chopin  Sonata,   and the Grieg 

Sonata,   it   may be  said that  the  piano parts of sonatas for 

'cello  and  piano  in the Homantic  &ra  became  increasingly 

big and difficult.     Indeed,   in the Chopin Sonata the piano 

part  seems  to overshadow the   'cello  part.    The full range 

of the  'cello  is called on     (example 29),  and in order to 

match the increased sonority  both of the writing for the 

piano  and of the  larger grand piano  of the nineteenth cen- 

tury,   the   'cello must  produce a  larger  and fuller tone than 

was necessary  previously,   (example 30)     accompaniment fig- 

ures in the  'cello make more frequent  use of   chords   (exam- 

ple 31); also,  many of the figures use  characteristic 

string crossings   (example 32).     The  lyrical  quality of  the 

'cello  is frequently  called  on   (example 33). 

177Johannes  Brahms,"Sonata  for Violoncello and Piano, 
op.38,in  e minor"(New  fork:   G.   Schirmer,   Inc.,   1921);  Brahms, 
"Sonata for Violoncello and,Piano,  op.   99,   in  F major"   (new 
fork:   Edition  Peters);  Frederic  Chopin,   "Sonata  for Violon- 
cello  and  Piano,   op.65   (New   Fork:   G.   Schirmer,   1903);  C. 
Saint-Saens,   "Sonata  for Violoncello and Piano,   op.32,   in 
c minor"   (Paris:   Durand);   Saint-Saens,   "Sonata for Violon- 
cello  and Piano,   op.46,   in F major"   (Paris:   DurandJ:  rA- 
vard Grieg,   "Sonata for  Violoncello and Piano,   op.30,   in 
a minor"   (New York:  Peters edition). 
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example 29—xumge of the 'cello part.  From Brahms, 
Sonata, op.99, First Movement, m.17-21. 

ftJUU^urU JATA<JL 

f^S 

hxamDle 30--Piano texture demanding more  tone  from the   'cello, 
From Brahms,_ Sonat:   op.99,   First Movement,   m.1-4. 
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Example 31—Use of chords in the 'cello part.a.From 
Ghopin, Sonata, op.05, Fourth i-iovement, m.193- 
195. 

(K ■fjrt   UfftfM 
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example  31--continued 
b.   From Grieg,   Sonata,   op.3o,   Third Movement, 
m.214-217. 

Example 32—String crossings  in  the   'cello  part. 
a.   From Grieg,   Sonata,   op.3b,   First Movement, 
m.234-235. 
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Example  32—continued 
b.  From Brahms,   Sonata,   op.99,   Mrst Movement, 
m.60-61. 

i ^f 

4* im 
I m 

m MJ 

IT/ jjj^fi£i| T 

example 33—Use of the  lyricism of the 'cello.  From 
Brahms,   Sonata,   op.99,   Second movement,   m.5-11. 

WTntn**?f>^ 
¥^Hi 
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analysis of a Typical  Eomantic Duo  Sonata for 
•Cello  and Piano:     farahms,   Sonata,   op.99 

First i-xovement     (Key: £ major;   form:   sonata) 

The first theme of this movement is stated Dy the 

'cello in the first  eight measures,   against  the  tremolo 

figures  in the piano which are one of the leadins charac- 

teristics  of the  movement.     In measures 9-12, the  begin- 

ning of the  second  part  of tne first  theme,   the disjunct 

leaps of the   'cello  line are  combined with a  six-note 

figure descending step-wise  in   quarter notes in the piano 

part,   first   in the right  hand,  then in the left.     This 

is followed  by a  slightly  chromatic ascending bass  line 

in the  piano which moves into the transition theme.    The 

transition  into the  second key area  begins  in m.17.     The 

second theme is  announced  in the   piano  beginning in o.>4, 

and taken by the   'cello in  ..40.     riM closing theme begins 

in 1.4*1   the   'cello  entrance  in ..51  is  slightly reminiscent 

of tne first  section of the first theme  ana tne descen- 

ding line of  quarter notes into  whicn it  moves recalls the 

similar line in tne  piano  in the second  part of the first 

theme.     This  part is stated in the piano in  ..50.     The 

'cello takes the tremolo figure  in ..60,  while the  piano 

has a  series of quarter-note  chords recalling tne leap, of 

the first part of the first theme. 
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The development  begins  in measure bo in j^minor 

with a  section of the first   part of the first theme in 

the  'cello,   followed by the  descending line of the second 

part of  the first theme in the bass of  the piano ; nd at 

the  same time a rising line  in tne  right hand  similar to 

that  in the bass which leu to the transition.     The dev-1- 

opment     section from m.b8 to m.84  is based on the  opposi- 

tion of  these two  lines. M.$5-91 are a transition-like 

section,   leading to a  climax in m.92,  where the  'cello 

once more takes the tremolo figures as the second  section 

of the development  begins.    The  piano part  uevelops the 

leaps  of tne first section  of the first tneme,   but  in 

quarter and half notes rather than sixteenth and dotted 

quarters  or halves.     Finally in  n.112-118 the upper notes 

of the dotted-half note chords  in the piano actually  state 

the notes of the first  part of the first theme.    The retran- 

sition  begins in m.119,   and the recapitulation in  n.123. 

The coda,   beginning in 01.178,   fits tne description of a 

typical Brahms  coda,   given  by Mason,   almost  exactly: 

1.   "Isolation of the most essential part of the main tneme, 

and multiplication of  it   by  sequence,  with heightening of 

its most   significant  features"   (m.178-193);  2.  "Use of  sub- 

dominant   key to give  sense  of repose"   (beginning  in m.194); 

3.   "Brief reference,   also expressively  heightened, to a 

contrasting tneue"   (m.194-197);  4.   "To  restore vigor of 



37 

emotional tone  ..fter these poignancies,  a   short  passage 

in more rap: 

(m.207-211) 

in more rapid movement   (a  sort  of  "sprint")  to the end." 
173 

Second Movement     (Key:   K^ major;  form:  ternary) 

The  second movement is basically  in ternary form, 

,  with coda.    The A section divides into two parts: 

m.1-11 and 12-19.     Its chief characteristics are the 

pizzicato  in the   'cello  in the first  section ana the two 

lyrical themes,   one in  each section.    The  b section 

begins  in n,20 in  f. minor and is rather  rnoduiatory in 

character.     It   again  is characterized  by a  lyrical  theme. 

The return  of  A is prepared  in tne four measures from 

m.40-43  through use  of tne characteristic  pizzicato  in 

the  'cello.     A returns in m.44,  with slight  changes  in 

m.53-b2 moving briefly  into   and out  of _b major.     The 

coda,   beginning in m.63,makes use--of both the  pizzicato 

and lyrical  passages of the  theme from section b  (m.6b). 

^Daniel  Gregory Mason,   The Chamber Music  of 
brahms   (New   fork:   MacMillan  Company,   1933),   p.11. 
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fhird Movement   (Key:   f minor;   form:   scherzo and trio) 

The third movement,   in X minor,   is the  scherzo 

and  trio  movement,   but the  scherzo does not  follow  exact- 

ly the    l|:A:l(:BA:\l form of  a  scherzo,   although the baste 

outlines  of this form can  be found.    The essence of the 

scnerzo is contained  in the first  ten  measures in which 

the main theme  is  stated in the  piano,  with its character- 

istic   eightn-note motion and  the two against  three  of the 

rignt  hand and  left hand.     The entrance of the   'cello  for 

tne first time with thematic material in m.li is obviously 

based  on  the material which the  piano has  already  stated, 

i-.33-50 give a certain sense of a repeat of a  portion of 

the 4 section,     ihat  corresponds to the ± section  begins 

in m.51, tout  is  still obviously based on the first  theme. 

There is  again  a sense of a  return of  A in m.85.     The trio 

action follows the  |:A:\\lBAfj|   pattern quite faithfully. sec 

The 4 section lasts from m.129 to H* and  is repeated. 

The fi section starts in B.X45,  and A returns in   shortened 

form  in m.lSO.     This  second section is also repeated.     The 

trio  is characterized by the lyrical   'cello  part. 
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Fourth Movement     ( tmy.:   F major;   form:   rondo) 

The fourth movement    is a rondo;  the A theme is 

a folk-like melody,   heard first in tne  'cello and then 

in the  piano.    The  first contrasting section   (B)   in 

A minor begins in m.23.     n returns in m.45.    The second 

contrasting section   (C)   begins  in m.57i   in  b    minor. 

A returns  in m.85 in the Neopolitan  key area   (bD major) 

and the B  section returns In d minor in m.102.    The 

coda begins in m.128 with tne theme stated in the piz- 

zicato  of  the   'cello,   which finally moves into the  "sprint 

to the finish"  in m.139. 



V.  THE  'CELLO  SONATA IN  ThE 
TWENTIETH CENTURY 

The Sonata in the  Twentieth Century 

In the twentieth century, tnere has been a reac- 

tion against the derivation of form from external pro- 

grams ana  from the  expression of ideas and mooas. 

Contemporary  composers  have embraced the 
classical conception of form as a  construc- 
tion  based on  purely musical elements. 
They  have restored form to its classical 
position as an  absolute value in  art,  the 
symbol of purity and perfection  of style. 
For the twentieths-century composer the 
purely musical elements of his art— 
line,  harmony,   rhythm,   color—have as 
much appeal     as  had the literary  or de- 
scriptive program for his romantic prede- 
cessor. 179 

These new concepts have brought   bacx such definitions 

of  form as,"A musical structure    is a   complex of ordered 

and interrelatea  tonal events whica unfolds in time. ,,180 

The twentietn century has seen very basic changes 

in concepts of melody, harmony, rhythm, color, texture, 

and tonality, but at least within one group of composers 

179 " ~~        ~~7~ 
Joseph Machlis,   Introduction to Contemporary 

jj.u.iic   (New  York:   «.w.  Norton  and Co.,   19ol),   p.62. 

Allen Forte,   Contemporary Tone-Structures   Uew 
iork:   bureau of Publications,  Teacners  College,   Colum- 
bia University,   1955),  P»7. 

90 
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formal  concepts have not  really  changed greatly,  accord- 
181 i'ng   to Machlis. I-iost of the  composers who continue 

to use traditional forms belong to  the more conservative 

line of musicians in  the  twentietn   century. 

Composers witn  less conservative tendencies,  those 

using the techniques of atonality,   serialism,   and elec- 

tronic  music  have  increasingly sought new formal organ- 

izations,   feeling that tue sonata forms are tied up  too 

closely with the  idea  of tonal music to  be useful  in 

atonal  and  serial  music.     Krenek,  for instance,  feels that 

the idea of variation  is  more appropriate to twelve-tone 

serialism. however,   Schonberg,   Berg,  and vVebern also 

turned back to   quartets,   concertos,   or  symphonies after 

,      ■   , 133 work with variation and fugue. 

It does  seem to  be  true that  within the field of 

the   'cello  sonata   composers  have tended  to use the modes, 

or otner five- to  seven-tone  scale formations,  ana retain 

l8liV;achlis,   p.63. 

Ernst  iirenek,  Kusic  Here ana Now,   trans.   3ar- 
thold Fles   (New  fork:   W.W.  Norton and Co.,   inc.,   1939), 
pp.182-187. 

183agon  wellesz,   "The Origins of ocn'onoerg's Twelve- 
Tone System:   a lecture delivered by bgon  ..ellesz,   Fellow  of 
Lincoln Collepe,   Oxford,   in  the  v.hitthall Pavilion of the 
Library of Congress,   January  10,   1957"   l*asnmgton:   Horary 
of Congress,   1958), p.11. 
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a tonal center,   even though the music may be highly  com- 

plicated in its chromaticism.     For instance,   critter,'s 

Sonata  for  'cello and piano,   published in  19&1,  optnly 

centers on C.     ^ 

Some of the changes in sonata-form in the twentieth 

century  include,  c.ccording to Machlis,   shortened recapi- 

tulations,   the  appearance of themes  in  reverse order    in 

the recapitulation,   the use of developmental techniques 

all the way through, and highly  variable key  relationships^ 

y of these techniques are not really new;  for instance, 

shortening of recapitulations was not  an unknown  idea in 

the nineteenth century.*8" 

Internally,   melodic lines   have become  somewhat more 

complex in their  wider range,   particularly  through more 

complex techniques of octave  transfer.18'     Harmonic tex- 

ture has  become more chromatic  in  the increased use of 

modal  exchange,   that  is, exchange of  chords    between 

185 

l843enjamin  Britten,   "Sonata in C for Violoncello 
and Piano,   op.65"   (New  fork:   Boosey  and hawkes,   19^1). 

Machlis, pp.03-00. 
l8t>Adolfo  Salazar,  ivnsic in Our Time:—Trends  in 

:.usic  Since the  romantic Bra,  trans.  Isabel Pope   U.ew 
York:   rt.W.  I.orton,   194t»;,   p.39. 

187Forte,   p.15. 
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modes    retaining the  same tonal center.     In  the  eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries,  this   exchange was generally  re- 

stricted to the  exchange between  parallel major r,nd minor 

Modes.     Composers of the late nineteenth and early    twen- 

tieth century  century,   however,   have  turned to the use of 

dorian,   phrygian,   lydian,   mixolydian,  and rarely,   locrian 

modes,   as well as  such  formations as the   Indian   scale, 

Hungarian  major and minor,   Hebraic scales,  heopolitan minor, 

and  the Persian  Double Harmonic,   and  various   pentatonic 
188 AISO  chordal  constructions  in fourths modes   (example 34).' 

as  well  as thirds and  harmonies derived from a   single basic 

189 structure are  used. In tne twelve-tone serial  technique 

harmonies  are generally the result  of the combinations of 
190 

contrapuntal  lines or of  row   segmentation. 

The  sections  of traditional  forms are  articulated 

more through changes in texture,  color,  or tempo than 

through key relationships. The number of  movements is 

also  subject to  variation  from the standard tnree or  four; 

the Britten  Sonata for   'cello and piano is an  example   in 

its five movements. 

190 

191 

'Cousins, Ibid.; Persichetti, ..pp.66-104. 

Cousins, Composition 206 Lectures, Feb.-May, 1964. 

Alexius, Theory 302 Lecture, March 23, 19&2. 
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Example  34--3cale  formations. 

^WA^VW^   V\<Mp*t. ^W^SA<5L>««WI^V.IF[A K4**cr%s 

~^>*^ 

w 
=rW#' 

jE^* 

MyiAlo -s^Xo- ^A>X^aK ^CTNJU^L ^TX^WS^^O 

ivyy7^^rT)L;;j;^rr1t 

^fl^Vo^^^- mvii^i- fa/v^cktJK^crf^^Jkuj 

w* w 
£^2 /^ 

yf^ 

>/ 
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Style  and  Character of  the   'Cello Part in the 
Twentieth-Century  Sonata 

for   'Cello  and  Piano 

Taking as  examples the   'cello and piano sonatas by 

written,   Giorni,   Diamond,  Carter,   and Shostakovich, 

it  may be  said that  in  twentieth-century writing for the 

'cello there  has  been   a tendency to exploit ranges and  ele- 

ments  of the technique  of  'cello playing which have not 

previously been used in the solo  literature.     These  effects 

include  extensive use of pizzicato,   sometimes for a whole 

movement as  in the Britten  Sonata   Second Movement,  and 

including the use of left-hand pizzicato   (example35);  the 

use of harmonics,  both natural and artificial   (example 3D); 

long passages for muted  'cello as in the  Shostakovich Sonata 

third movement;   passages  played  sul  ponticello, that   is, 

near the  bridge,  giving a  glassy effect;  new sonorities  in 

double  stops   (example37);   effects with glissandi   (example 38); 

flautando  effects   (example  39);  passages  senza  vibrato;  and 

the use of the   peculiar colors of tne high ranges  of the 

three  lower  strings   (example  40).    The  relationship with 

the piano  has remained that of equal   partners. 

1^2c5ritten,   Sonata;   Aurelio Giorni,   "Sonata  in d for 
'Cello and  Piano   (New  fork:  G.   ^chirraer,   1925);   ^vid Diamond, 
''Sonata for   'Cello  and  Piano," New ^usic,   vol.Ill 1,  no.l 
(Oct.,   1939);   Elliot Carter,   "Sonata for  'Cello and Piano" 
(New   fork;   G.   Schirmer,   1953);  Dmitri  Shostakovich,   "Sonata, 
op.40,   for  'Cello and  Piano"   (New  fork:     Leeds MUSIC Corpor- 
ation,  1947). 
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example  35--Use  of  left-hand  pizzicato. 
a.From Carter,   Sonata,   Fourth Movement,  m.b2. 

b.   From Britten,   Sonata,Second  I-.o vem ent,   m. 41-42. 

(UW-u^tr 

Lxample  3^—Use  of  harmonics. 
a.   Natural Harmonics.     From Shostakovich,  Sonata, 
Second Movement,   m.7o-77. 

b.   Artificial harmonics.  From Carter,   Sonata, 
Fourth Movement,   m.109-170. 

W&q<#~*^ r*z*. 

m^3 
-Afif 
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Example 37--Use  of double-stops.     From Carter,   oon-.ta, 
Second Movement,   m.113-114. 

^MJtU^ 
V     n    12 

b 
* 

I b 

$EE V m 
i—t 

%-ft 

\AJ 

Sample 38—Use of glissandi. 
a.  From Shostakovich,   Sonata,   Second Movement, 
m.54-56. 

/^<rMru&*r<^"~a:*f<r vf,.   , 

b.   From Carter,   Sonata,   Fourth Movement,  m.182 

O^h^te (vu>V plucked) 

u^igfojf 
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Example 39--Use of f laut an do .     From Carter,  Sonata, 
Fourth i-iovement,  m.80-87. 

bAuyi*? 

W4&& yte^a^Ao 

Example 40—Use   of the upper  range of the  C-string. 
From Shostakovich,   Sonata,   Second Movement,   it. 103- 
110. 

^fV\ OZJU'V***- I**- rv~+*ra~ 

LM-UHJKU)^^^ 
AAJLC 
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Analysis of a Typical Twentieth-Century 
Duo Sonata for 'Cello and Piano: 

Shostakovich,  Sonata,  op.40 

First Movement   (Mode and key: aeolian on &;  Torm:  Sonata) 

The first movement of t he  Shostakovich Sonata is 

in sonata-form. The first theme is in the aaolian mode 

on d,,   characterized by occasional modal exchange,  for 

instance,   in m.5, from the mixolydian and phryj*«n modes. 

The first part of the first thematic area consists of a 

lyrical theme in the  'cello,   (m.1-25)    A second element  of 

the first thematic area begins in the piano in m.28,  and 

is combined with the first element of the first thematic area, 

again heard in the  'cello,   an octave  higher than the first 

time   (m.40-46).   After a short transition section the sec- 

ond thematic area begins in m.54.    It is basically in 

B major, but again there is much modal exchange.    The theme 

is first stated in the piano, with an accompanimental fig- 

ure in the   'cello.    The   'cello takes the theme in m.71.    The 

development  begins in 114,  using a figure heard in the 

piano at the end of the exposition in m.107-110.    The 

^ )  7) }    rhythm of this motive pervades much of the 

development.    In m.120 the piano briefly introduces the 

theme from the first part of the first thematic area.    The 

'cello part moves freely over the   ft > " >      rhythm in 

the piano toward a climax in a chordal  section,  beginning 
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in m.145.    Elements of the second theme are developed 

beginning in m.176.    The recapitulation begins in m.200. 

It is an example of foreshortening in that   only the first 

theme is heard. 

Second Movement     (Mode and key:  aeolian on a.;  form:  ABA) 

The second movement is the scherzo movement.    Al- 

though it  is written as a continuous movement,  it  con- 

tains  elements of the scherzo and trio forms.    The .A.sec- 

tion covers m.1-75.    It  is characterized by two ostinato- 

like figures in the   'cello, one in m.1-17,  the other in 

m.19-26.     Two thematic  elements are  stated in the piano 

over these ostinatos, the first in  m.3-17 and the  second 

in m.22-33.    The 'cello picks up the first thematic ele- 

ment in m.35 while the piano takes the first ostinato fig- 

ure.    There is a short development-like section on these 

materials. 

The B section,  or trio,  covers m.76-122.    It con- 

tains elements of a smaller aba section within it.    The 

small a section covers m.76-95 and is   characterized by 

an unusual use of some of the natural harmonics found on 

the   'cello,   (example 36a)    The  small b section covers 

m.96-111;  the melody is heard first in the piano against 

a triplet  figure in the 'cello   (..90-102); the two part, 

then  exchange  (..103-111U    There i. a brief return of 
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the small a section in m.112-122.    The large  A section 

returns in m.123.    There is  a brief coda taken from the small 

b section,   beginning in m.198. 

Third Movement   (Mode and  key: aeolian on  b;  form:   ABABA) 

The third movement is   the slow movement   and is ba- 

sically in the aeolian mode on b, although it  is quite 

chromatic.     It is  in rather free form.    What might  be 

called A is heard in m.1-20.    A second thematic idea   (B) 

begins  in m.21;  this Idea  spins itself out in rhapsodic 

fashion in the   'cello all the way through m.$6.    In m.57- 

71 there is a brief reminiscence of the  A thematic  area 

a tritone lower than when first heard.    The B theme returns 

in m.72, this time in the piano with a  counter-subject in 

the 'cello.    The A theme returns once more in m.88, this 

time beginning a minor third below  its original statement. 

The movement makes use of the effects of the mute and the 

effects of the high registers of the D,  G, and C strings. 

Fourth Movement    (Mode and key: Aeolian on d;  form:  rondo) 

The  fourth movement  is an ABACAUA rondo.    The A sec- 

tion covers m.1-40;  it includes three  different  parts. 

The first,   heard in the piano in m.1-16,  and the second, 

heard in the  'cello in m.17-31, are  quite similar.    The 
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j I 
third is a codetta-like phrase heard in the   'cello in 

m.32-39. 

The first contrasting section  (&)  is heard in m.43- 

87.    It is characterized by running triplet figuration in 

the  'cello.    There is a brief reminiscence of the  codetta- 

like section of A in m.88-102. 

The second contrasting section   (Cj   covers m. 103-157• 

It is a flowing,  fluent-sounding melody,   heard in both 

the  'cello and  piano.    A returns in  m.158,  this time on 

f instead of d.    This statement   also is shortened. 

The third contrasting  section  (£)  covers m.181-251. 

It is characterized by running sixteenth notes in the piano 

and string crossings in the  'cello.    At t he  end of this 

section the  'cello part builds up into trills  (m.227)  and 

finally breaks  into sixteenth-note figuration.     Above this 

figuration.in the  'cello,the piano begins the final state- 

ment  of the A theme in m.242.    The   'cello states the second 

part of A_ in m.258.    The third  element  of A,   or codetta, 

begins  in m.273,  but  instead of   completing the statement 

merges with the coda. 



VI.   CONCLUSION 

The development of the sonata for  'cello and a key- 

board instrument has been influenced by changes in t he 

construction and technique of the   'cello and of the  piano, 

by changes in conceptions of form, and by changes in the 

klang ideal,  or ideal  sound, in the various  eras of his- 

tory.    Impetus for change comes sometimes from new tech- 

niques and  sometimes from new demands made by composers. 

For instance, the new kind  of playing demanded by Beetho- 

ven's writing for the  'cello completely  changed the tech- 
193 nique which had been brought to a peak by Komberg. 

Various eras in history have demanded different tone qual- 

ities   and different techniques of the   'celloj  and the 

recognition of the variety of possibilities in this instru- 

ment^ which these differing demands have brought out, seems 

to have affected twentieth-century composers and caused 

a decided increase in  'cello works. 

The sonata idea  offers many possibilities for the 

solution of the problem of unity within variety and variety 

within unity with which all formal ideas are preoccupied. 

^van der Straeten,   p.384. 

10ft 
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"The absolute supremacy of form is a conaequence of the 

fact that music alone among the arts has no correlative 

in the world of our daily experience."1^* 

It seems that the possibilities in the sonata idea 

and in t he combination of   'cello and piano have not yet 

been exhausted. 

194 Erwin Stein,  Form and Performance  (New  York: 
Alfred A. Knopf,  1962),   p.17. 
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